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Chapter 7

ANGULAR VELOCITIES, ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS,

AND CORIOLIS ACCELERATIONS

ASHTON GRAYBIEL

Naval Aerospace Medical Institute, Pensacola, Florida USA

This chapter deals with the rotary motions

generated by man and by machine that may be

encountered in the exploration of space and the

effects of such motions on the human organism.

Under all conditions, active rotary motions will

fall within the parameters of such movements

executed by man under normal terrestrial condi-
tions. These active rotations are characterized

by short arcs, and the associated angular ac-

celerations, although transient, may, in the case

of head movements, far exceed the accelerations

generated by conveyance or laboratory devices.

It is also noteworthy that these active rotary

motions produce their effects chiefly by stimu-

lating sensory receptor systems with subsequent

"amplification" in the central nervous system.

The receptor systems in the semicircular canals

deserve special attention, partly because these

end organs are uniquely structured to respond to

transient angular accelerations, and partly be-

cause they are gravity-independent.

Except in unprogramed situations, passive

rotary motions to which man may be exposed are

significant chiefly for the long duration of the

angular velocities and not for the associated brief

angular accelerations. In the generation of arti-

ficial gravity (by rotating part of a space vehicle

or space station), spin-up or spin-down would

rarely occur, and rotation at a constant angular

velocity would be maintained for long periods.

In this circumstance, active rotation of the head

would generate Coriolis accelerations, t con-

stituting abnormal patterns of vestibular

stimulation that might elicit vestibular side

effects. These side effects comprise reflex

phenomena and widespread delayed epi-
phenomena (best known as motion sickness).

Even in the weightless part, although head

movements generate normal accelerative

stimuli, the resulting sensory input encounters

an abnormal integrative pattern (resulting from

loss of stimulation of the otolithic receptors by

gravity), and vestibular side effects may be

elicited; thus, both vestibular organs may be

involved by unnatural stimulatory conditions in

space exploration.

Although all major sensory systems must be

taken into account, their unfavorable influence,

under conditions met in the exploration of space,

are unequal. The organs of equilibrium, the semi-

circular canal and otolith organs, pose the

essential problem. Much of the discussion which

follows, therefore, will deal with the vestibular

system, the mechanisms involved in the elicitation

_In this chapter Coriolis acceleration is defined as the
"added acceleration" generated either by simultaneous
exposure to angular velocities about two axes or to one linear
and one angular velocity; it is left to the reader to determine
from the context which one is applicable or if both are
applicable.
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248 PART 2 DYNAMIC FLIGHT FACTORS-EFFECT ON THE ORGANISM

of side effects (especially motion sickness),

and the operational problems engendered. 2

MAN'S BIOLOGICALLY EFFECTIVE

FORCE ENVIRONMENT

In this section, the concept of man's biologically

effective force (BEF) environment is briefly

developed in relation to life activities under

terrestrial conditions and to the unique force

environments in space exploration. The need for

a common basis in discussing and comparing

these forces is best exemplified in comparing

"life" in a weightless spacecraft and life on

Earth. The purpose here is not to attempt a com-

prehensive analysis and synthesis, which would

inw_lve a great undertaking and even then be

incomplete, but to set forth major guidelines

which point to further exploitation for practical

or theoretical purposes.

Man's gravitoinertial fi_rce environment has

its genesis in gravity due to a central field factor

in the inertial forces generated by the motions of

machine or man, or both in combination (Fig. 1).

Under ordinary living conditions on Earth,

gravitational force may be regarded as a constant

and the only force of sufficient magnitude to

affect total body weight significantly. It is the

force to which man has become adapted through-

out ew_lutionary development and to which he is

accustomed through experience. The addition of

mutually perpendicular lines to the vector

representing gravitational upright forms the

spatial frame of Earth reference. When man is

exposed in conveyances and devices that generate

accelerations or change his position with respect

to the gravitational or gravitoinertial vertical, he

is subjected to unnatural stimulatory conditions

that may range far beyond physiologic limits.

These accelerations generate an external force

field that, ahmg with gravity, comprises the total
external fince field.

The inertial forces generated by the active

motions of the body or its parts may be regarded

as "'immanent" forces inasmuch as they do not

It is a pleasure to acknowledge my debt to Professor

V. I'olaev wh,b pr,_vi(ted an annotated bil)li,)grapby covering

key rcpq_l'ts in tile relevant S,_viet literature.

contribute to the external force field, but are
combined with it. These immanent forces are of

small magnitude or short duration, deriving their

significance partly because of being associated

with motions that change the position of the body

with regard to the other components in the force

environment, and partly because these forces are

sufficient to stimulate specialized sensory

receptors that provide information about body

statics and dynamics. Combined gravitational,

inertial, and immanent accelerative forces

constitute a complex, dynamic pattern that
varies as a function of time.

Although the equivalence of gravitational and

inertial mass is the unifying principle underlying

the gravitoinertial force concept, this simplicity

gives way to great complexity when taking into
account the structural and functional charac-

teristics of the body. Not only does the body lack

uniformity, but also a state of mechanical

equilibrium in all parts of the body is never
reached.

The agravitoinertial forces are far more

difficult to identify and measure in terms of a

common unit than the accelerative forces. They

assume great importance in a weightless environ-

ment, and a dichotomy may be drawn between

agravitninertial forces of mechanical and non-

mechanical origin. With the latter, further

distinctions are possible, ranging between forces

so great at one extreme that absence of gravita-

tional force is of no practical clmsequence, and
the other extreme when its influence is felt. All

these mechanical forces are generated by tensions

and compressions and, with gravitoinertial forces,

contribute to bodily deformations and stimulation

of nonvestibular mechanoreceptors.

Weightlessness

Under natural terrestrial conditions, the force

of gravity due to a central field factor is only part

of our BEF environment; hence, it is important to

distinguish between weightlessness per se and

man active in a weightless spacecraft. This differ-

ence, which may be very great, will be determined

mainly by the role played by mechanical forces

that are effective in countering the zero-gravity

state.
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Figure 2 illustrates an effort to analyze the BEF

environment in a weightless spacecraft. Gravito-

inertial forces are generated mainly by man's mo-

tions unless a device capable of generating

accelerations is used. Immanent accelerations

generated in the course of man's work and house-

keeping activities contribute little to his "apparent

weight" but are important since they stimulate

sensory receptors (vestibular and nonvestibular

mechanoreceptors) and thus contribute to the

flow of information to the nervous system.

The preservation of man's well-being in a

weightless spacecraft is heavily dependent upon

agravitoinertial forces, which are of mechanical

or nonmechanical origin. An analysis of the latter

should be made in terms of their effectiveness at

different organizational levels in the body. A table

might be prepared indicating the forces operant

at different levels; e.g. molecular, intracellular,

cellular, and tissue levels. Cytochemical reactions

involve forces (thermodynamic, bioelectric, and

chemical) so great that they are gravity-indepen-

dent. Agravitoinertial mechanical forces stimulate

mechanoreceptors serving touch, pressure, and

kinesthesis but cannot stimulate vestibular

receptors.

The analysis is carried one step farther in

Figure 3. Presumably, with the crew at rest and

with head fixed, there would be physiologic de-

afferentation of the otolith apparatus, with con-

sequent loss of its tonic discharge but retention

of a spontaneous or resting discharge analogous

to the difference between eyes open and closed.

There would be no corresponding effect on the

Gravitoinertial forces

Gravity due to a Accelerations due

central field to device or vehicle
factor

linear and rotary

motions and

vibrations 1

Accelerations due

Agravitoinertial forces

Mechanical Nonmechanical

to man's

movements of Internal External

body or portions tensions corn-

of the body com- pressions

pressions

Extensive field, Man supported "Immanent"

not under by device inertial forces

man's control entire body affected

Complex static and dynamic pattern of linear and

angular forces as a function of time

Chemical bonding

macromolecular

attraction

membrane potentials

adhesive (capillary)

Static and dynamic 'i

patterns of

mechanical forces as_

a function of time J

Both gravitoinertial and mechanical forces contribute to:

Many forces so

great that they

are not

significantly

influenced by

g ravity

Deformations of the rest of the

body with displacements

according to rigidity and

relative weight

May affect stability in space,

internal milieu, cortical posture,
and time

Sole contributor to:

Stimulation of field force

receptors in vestibular organs

Affects stability in space and

may affect stability of internal

milieu and cortical posture

Stimulation of various

nonlabyrinthine receptor

systems

Mainly affects

stability in space

Circumscribed local acceleration not included

FIGURE1. -Man's biological force environment under terrestrial conditions.
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semicircular canals. Rotations of the head would

provide stimulus to the canals the same as under

terrestrial conditions, but the transient linear ac-

celerations generated might or might not consti-

tute an adequate stimulus to the otolith apparatus,

and, if adequate, the information would be neither

useful for orientation to the upright nor concord-

ant with the canalicular input. Thus, among ves-

tibular receptors and nonvestibular mechanore-

ceptors, the canals alone are stimulated essentially

the same with natural movements of the head

(body) under terrestrial and weightless conditions.

The otolith organs encounter the unique stimula-

tory condition with the lifting of the stimulus due

to nullification of gravity. Reference is made to

reports that deal with the problem in a different

manner or approach [32, 33, 51, 92,122,138].

Rotating Environment

In a slowly rotating room constrained to rotate

about the Earth-vertical axis, a person carrying

out various activities is subjected to complex

changes in the gravitoinertial force environment.

Not only must the forces acting at man's center

of gravity be taken into account, but also the sep-

1
Gravitoinertial forces

Suprathreshold Suprathreshold

Accelerations due to Accelerations due to

motions of vehicle movements of the

or devices in cabin whole body or

trivial except: portions of the body

(1) Programed (1) Linear

accelerations accelerations

(2) Unprogramed (2) Angular

accelerations accelerations

(3) Contribution to (3) Coriolis

Coriolis acceleration

accelerations (head) and

and to contribution

cross-coupled (any angular

angular velocity) to

acceleration Coriolis
accelerations

Dynamic pattern of gravitoinertial forces

as a function of time

Forces involved in countering weightlessness

Failure to counter effects of weightlessness results in:

loss of adaptation or failure in homeostasis
First order effects

Second order effects )

Compfications

1 Minute component provided by gravity potential

Agravitoinertial forces

Mechanical

1. Internal tensions

and compressions

2. External

compressions

1. Sites of influences

highly selective

2. Whole body rarely

involved

Nonmechanical

Chemical bonding

Macromolecular

attraction

Membrane potentials

Adhesive (capillary)

Static 8- dynamic

patterns of

mechanical forces as

a function of time

1. Most forces so

great that they

are not

significantly

influenced by

gravity

2. Affects organiza-

tional levels from

tissues to sub-

cellular elements

Can cause functional disturbance or pathological

__,. change at organizational levels or sites not

subject to first order effects

FIGURE 2.--Man's t}iol.gicat f_}r{'¢' Cmvironm¢,nt in near-w¢,ighth'ssncss. ((_omparis,ms mus! I_c made

with terrestrial c.nditi.ns taking account of (1) body <.onfguratitms and motions, and t2) the'

maitlt¢,nanc¢, ctf h_.n¢q.stasis in h'rms of gravity-d{.p¢'ndcnc_'.)
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arate consequences of head and limb motions

with and without whole body motions.

Figure 4 illustrates the forces acting on the sub-

ject's mass when he is recumbent and seated.

Centrifugal force derives from rio 2 where r= radius

and (0 = angular velocity. The angle (b represents

the change in direction of the gravitoinertial up-

right from the gravitational upright. With the sub-

ject moving with or against the direction of rota-
tion or toward or away from the center of rotation,

Coriolis forces must be taken into account
as well as the changes in centripetal force. The

fundamental law relating the time rate of change

of a vector, measured by an observer in space ro-
tating with respect to the reference space, may be
expressed mathematically by the vector equation:

A

A

g- Acceleration of gravity Vr- Radial velocity

cen- Centripetal acceleration o,-Angular velocity of rotating room

cor- Coriolis acceleration _-Angle between gravitoinertial

Vt- Tangential velocity and gravitational upright

FIGURE 4.-Responses to the force environmen! in a rqttating room. ('rewmen ] and 2, ill articulated

molds supported by air-bearing devices, are "'walking on the wall.'" simulating tile orientation in a

rnlating spacecraft. Crewman 2, walking in tile direction of r.tation becomes somewhat heavier

because his angular velocity, hence, centripetal acceleration, is incrcascd and sums with the

Coriolis accelerations generated. Crewman 1, walking opposite the direction of rotati-n becomes

somewhat lighter because his centripetal accelerations are decreased and ('oriolis accelerations must

be subtracted. Crewman 3, walking loward tile periphery of the room is exposed to increasing levels

of centripetal acceleration and constant levels of Coriolis accelerations. Crewman 4, standing, is

demonslraliug two phenolllella: first, as lie moves bis arm or leg sideways, a tendency to veer back-

ward, tile so-calh.d "'giant-band'" effect; set:mid, as lie makes (rotates) his head mow' in tim plane cbf
tile room's rotatiou, (:oriolis accelerations and illusions art' not generated, a so-called "'free mq_ve-

ment:'" third, the angle phi (6) indicates the change ill direction _d"tile gravitati.nal upright due I.

centripetal force. Crewman 5 is making a head movem_'nt out _tf the plato* .f r.tati.n which d_es

g_.ncralc C.riolis accelerations producing characteristic illusions described, tDrawing courtesy of
l)r. 1). B. (:ramer)
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(-_tP)r = (d--7_\dt! ,. + (_rm X IY) (1)

where

(dV/dt)r=change in velocity vector with _.

respect to the reference space, o:"

(d(//dt)m = change of velocity with respect E

to moving space, E
(oJrm x V) = change of velocity vector due to '5

rotation of moving space.
C

To a subject in the rotating environment, this ac- o

celeration or force vector may manifest itself in

two ways. First, it adds to the apparent weight of

a body moving in the direction of rotation and sub-

tracts from the apparent weight when it moves
.2

against the direction of rotation. Second, when a -6
body moves toward the center of rotation, the "=o
linear Coriolis force is exerted in the direction of (3

rotation at right angles to the body's motion; when

moving away from the center of rotation, the force
is opposite the direction of rotation. A motion

parallel to the axis of rotation will generate no

Coriolis acceleration. The value of Coriolis

acceleration in g-units for a body moving per-

pendicularly to the axis of rotation in a spinning

system may be determined by:

F (Coriolis)= 0.00651 VN (2)

where

V= velocity of body relative to rotating ve-

hicle in feet per second,

N = vehicle rate of rotation in revolutions per

minute.

For any motion not exactly perpendicular to the

axis of rotation, the component of the velocity that

is perpendicular is used to determine the Coriolis

force; hence, the value must be multiplied by

the sine of the angle between the angular rota-

tion rate vector and the veloc{ty vector. Figure

5 illustrates the Coriolis force in g-units for

various rates of movement perpendicular to

the axis of rotation at different rates of the

room's rotation. The combined Coriolis and cen-

tripetal forces influence ataxia exhibited by sub-

jects. It is apparent from Figures 4 and 5 that a
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FIGURE 5.-Coriolis force reaction of a mass moving in a
rotating environment. Force in pounds=Earth gravity
weight x g units

person walking against the direction of spin will

experience a slight decrease of apparent weight

and a slight increase when walking with the direc-

tion of rotation. Also, moving toward the center,
the linear Coriolis force would be in the direc-

tion of spin, and walking toward the periphery,
the direction would be reversed.

The above analysis is oversimplified because
the motions of limbs and head need not conform

to motions of the center of gravity; moreover, the

motion of the center of gravity itself is complex,

although motions normal to the Earth horizontal

would not generate a Coriolis acceleration.

Consideration must also be given to the angular
Coriolis accelerations which constitute an ab-

normal stimulatory pattern where the semicircular

canals are concerned. When angular Coriolis ac-

celerations are above threshold, reflex vestibular

disturbances result and may be followed by motion
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sickness,makingthemof greatpracticalimpor-
tancein dealingwithrotatingenvironments.An-
gularCoriolisaccelerationsperseareindependent
of thedistancefromthecenterofrotationofthe
roomand,indeed,ofthelevelofG-loadingwithin
the rangesto be encounteredin rotatingen-
vironments.

Mathematical Analysis of
Coriolis Accelerations

Stone and Letko [127] 3 have developed equa-

tions for the effects of angular acceleration and

angular velocity about two axes.

Definitions and Symbols

Nodding-- a rotation of the head about the y-axis
(Fig. 6).

Turning-- a rotation ot the head about the z-axis

(Fig. 6).

Rolling-- a rotation of the head about the x-axis

(Fig. 6).

C_G0 angular nodding accelera-
tion (component of angular

acceleration about the y-

axis)

c_% angular turning accelera-
tion (component of angular
acceleration about the z-

axis)

c_% angular rolling accelera-
tion (component of angular
acceleration about the x-

axis)

03G0 _-

f .% dt

+Z AA

I_ -l.-X IAR

+XA A

I

--l-Z IAR

Anat.-math. axis system IAR

(inertial angular reaction)

.... Anat.-math. axis system AA

(angular acceleration)

Anatomico-mathematic axes--

Angular acceleration and angular reaction

FIGURE 6.-Right-hand rule applied to the True reference
system (angular accelerations) and the inertial (reaction)
force system. Note that the two systems have opposite
signs except in y axis-facing the page (True) and facing
the left side of the body (inertial).

cob0 nodding velocity-a fore
and aft motion of the head

at the neck or from the

whole body 4

oo% turning velocity-a motion
about the neck or long-body

axis 4

¢oh_ rolling velocity-a sideways
motion of the head or from

the body 4

a Their original publication has been reworked by Professor
J. L. Panerson, Jr., with the help of Stone, and reproduced
here with their kind permission.

4These are angular head motions which may be from

motions at the neck and shoulders or from body bending, and

similar.
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60V

OJh x

OJhy

OJh z

t

OG

III G

On

+n

6.

¢be, 0+, qJ+

Osc

Osc

x,Y,Z

Xb, Yb, Zb,

Subscripts:

lr, II

vehicle rotational velocity

total angular velocity of

head about rolling axis

(x-axis)

total angular velocity of

head about nodding axis

(y-axis)

total angular velocity of

head about turning axis

(z-axis)
time

ff dt 2

ff dt 2

nodding displacement of

the head (about the y-axis)

turning displacement of the

head (about the z-axis)

rolling displacement of the

head (about the x-axis)

Euler angular displacement

using this order of rotation.

(Euler angles relate one set
of axes to another set and

are used in the classical

method of this transforma-

tion.)
backward tilt of semi-

circular canals from XbYb

plane

rotation of semicircular

canals from XbYb

inertial space axes

body axes

right and left lateral canals,

respectively

pr, pl right and left posterior

canals, respectively
ar, al right and left anterior

canals, respectively

Head Axes Used by Stone and Letko

x is (-4-) facing forward out of the nose.

y is (-4-) extending out of the right ear.
z is (+) extending downward (caudad) from

the head.

Note: These head axes are part of a rectangular
coordinate system. The negative of each axis has

the sense and direction opposite the positive.

Semicircular Canal Axes

Equations (21-26) and (27-32) relate to the
axes of the semicircular canals themselves. Each

acceleration vector in these equations represents

an angular acceleration vector that is perpen-

dicular to the plane of the canal in question. The

angles in these equations represent the trans-
formation of head axes into canal axes. A dot over

a symbol indicates its first derivative with re-

spect to time.

The equations for the total angular velocities
experienced by the head are the sum of the

various angular velocities acting:

<oh_= <oh_+ wv cos O_ cos qJ+ (3)

<o% = <0%- w_, cos O+sin _be (4)

to% = toh+ + w_, sin 0+ (5)

where w_,, the angular or rotational velocity of
the vehicle, is assumed to be constant.

The differentiation of Equations (3-5) with

respect to time gives the angular accelerations

experienced by the moving head, where tShx,
&%, and <5% are the angular accelerations of
the head in inertial space (the accelerations

which will stimulate the semicircular canals) and

&h_, &h o, and tSh_ are the angular accelerations
of the head in the rotating frame of reference.

&h_ = <bh_--w_, (sin O_ cos qJ_b_

+ cos 0e sin _b+_b+) (6)

6by = '_h0-w_, (cos 0_ cos q,_,_

-- sin 0e sin 6e0_ (7)
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dJhz = d_h,+ w_, cos 0ebe (8)

Applying the principles of classical mechanics,

the rates of change of the Euler angles in Equa-

tions (6-8) may be calculated from the following:

cos0e-O 0sin
0e = ((oh, sin d2e+ (oh0 cos t_e) (10)

_be= ¢0h_,--tan 0e(tOn, cos qJe

--tone sin q_e) (11)

A substitution of Equations (9-11) into Equations

(6-8) then gives the general expressions for the

total angular acceleration that would be experi-

enced for any orientation of the head and for any
head motion when in a vehicle rotating at

constant angular velocity:

(bn_= tbn_ -- wr (ton0 sin 0e

+ _h, cos 0_ sin ql_) (12)

(bn_= tShe--wL,((on, cos 0_ cos qJ_

--(oh, sin Oe) (13)

&hz= tbh,+ wr((on0 cos 0e cos qJ_

+ ton, cos 0e sin d_) (14)

When the vehicle is not rotating (wr=0) the

equations simplify to:

d)n_ = (bn_ (15)

/onu =/o_ (16)

aa,= wv (to_ cos 0_ cos qJ_

+tohe cos 0e sin _be) (20)

A number of investigators concerned with the

physics of stimulation of the semicircular canals
have believed that the Coriolis accelerations are

those which primarily cause the disturbing

symptoms and signs during rotation of a vehicle.

It should be noted that the instantaneous angular

velocities (to) in these equations arc not neces-

sarily as_o,qated with a condition of angular
acceleration, but can be part of a constant angular

velocity profile. Thus, Coriolis accelerations (o0

can result from the cross-coupling effects of

constant angular velocities about more than one

axis- an extremely important principle.

Coriolis Acceleration

At the beginning of the last century, a French

engineer and mathematician, G. G. de Coriolis,

carried out a mathematical analysis of an ap,

parent fi)rce generated when a body is moving in

a linear path in a rotating frame. Such a situation

obtains when a mass is moving on the surface of

a rotating carousel or when a projectile is fired

from a gun on the surface of the rotating earth.

This has been discussed previously in the intro-

ductory section and will not be considered in

detail here. The point should be emphasized,

however, that there is increasing use in physics,

engineering, and physiology, of the term
"Coriolis" force or acceleration where there is

rotation of a body about more than one axis

simultaneously.

&nz =(bh, (17)

When Equations (15-17) are subtracted from

Equations (12-14), a set of expressions results

for the accelerations caused by the rotation of

the vehicle. These accelerations are termed by

Stone and Letko [127] the cross-coupled angular

accelerations or Coriolis accelerations which

are given by the Equations:

c_t;o=- w, (tons sin 0e + ton, cos 0_ sin qJe) (18)

ave=w, (ton0 sin 0_--¢oh_, cos 0_ cos _b_) (19)

Effective Components of Coriolis Accelerations

The effective component of the Coriolis ac-

celeration which applies to each of the six semi-

circular canals can be derived from Equations

(18-20). These derivations, kindly provided by

Stone (personal communication), are:

A&_ct_ = a% sin O,_+ a% cos 0,_ (21)

A(o._ H= a% sin 0_,.+ a, , cos 0,_ (22)

Atb,_,,_ = a, o cos 6_-- a% cos 0._,. sin $,,,

+a,, sin 0_ sin t_ (23)
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Atb,caz = aa0cos q_,¢- ct% cos 0,c sin _b,_

+ a% sin 0,c sin qJ,c (24)

Ad_,_vr= a% cos 0s_ cos qJ_ + OlG0 sin qJ_c

--aG, sin 0_ cos qJ,c (25)

Ad_sCpZ= a% cos 0,c cos qJ,c- aGO sin qJsc

--aG, sin 0_c cos qJ_c (26)

Total .4ngular.4 cceleration Experienced

by Each Semicircular Canal

The total angular acceleration experienced by

each of the six semicircular canals is given by the

following equations, which include the cross-

coupled components of angular acceleration. It

will assist visualization of these relationships if
Figure 12 (p. 260, in the next section of this

chapter) is consulted, which shows orientation of

the semicircular canals within the cranium.

&,_ = &h_ sin 0,_ + tbhz cos 0,c (27)

&scu= &hx sin Osc+ &hz cos Osc (28_

&,ca_ = &% cos _bs_--&h_ cos 0,_ sin _b,_

+ tbh_ sin 0,_ sin q,,_ (29)

&,cat = tb% cos qJ,_- tbh_ cos O,c sin q'sc

+ tb, z sin Osc sin _tsc (30)

thscrr----tbhx cos Osc cos _sc + ¢bay sin _tsc

--d_az sin Osc cos _sc (31)

¢bscp_----tbaz cos Osc cos _sc- tbhy sin qtsc

--&az sin Osc cos qtsc (32)

"4pplication of the Equations

for .4ngular ,4ccelerations

The equations presented enable calculation of

instantaneous angular accelerations. Since iner-

tial, viscous, and other damping properties pro-

vide the semicircular canal system with various

delays, which can be expressed as time constants,

the canals do not represent transducers whose

output of nerve impulses at any moment is di-

rectly proportional to the instantaneous angular
acceleration experienced by each canal. There

may well be, and probably are, moments when the

afferent nerve traffic from the cupula of a given

canal is proportional to the instantaneous angular

acceleration, or some instances where the

momentary physical conditions combine to pro-

duce a response proportional to the instantane-

ous angular velocity. These moments would be

exceptional, according to expectations.

Apparently, a continuous readout of the solu-

tions to these equations is actually needed for the

solution of a number of physiological problems.

Accelerometers and computing circuits presently

available make it technically feasible to provide

continuous recording of angular velocity and

angular acceleration in the axes of the acceler-

ometers, together with the necessary transfor-

mations to render the data applicable to the plane

of each semicircular canal. In this way, the ante-

cedent history of the major variables could be

studied in relation to the subjective and objective
physiological phenomena. Anatomic differences

among different subjects, it is true, will introduce

some, usually small, error in the assumed posi-

tions of the semicircular canals within a given

subject's head; yet it is probable that such on-

line computation of these functions would quite

likely make a major contribution toward under-

standing of the responses both of physical models
and of biological systems, including man.

THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM

The End Organs

The labyrinth of the human inner ear comprises

the cochlea (organ of hearing), otolith organs, and

semicircular canals- collectively termed the

vestibular organs. These are paired end organs

with similar histologic features, a common blood

supply, a shared secondary lymph circulation,
and with afferent and efferent nerve fibers com-

prising the acoustic nerve. These sensory organs
are situated in hollowed-out channels in the

petrous portion of the temporal bone (Fig. 7 [2] ),

and, within the bony labyrinth, the membranous

labyrinth is surrounded by perilymph and filled

with endolymph. Thus, the sensory receptor

mechanisms are protected from the effects of

superimposed body weight by the bony labyrinth

and, by virtue of the contained fluids, receive

additional protection from impact accelerations.
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Osseous labyrinth

(canalicular part)
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Membranous labyrinth:

Semicircular duct
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Endolymphatic duct
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FIGURE 7.--Reconslrut'tion _f tile membranous labyrinth and related anatomy. (Fr_,m Ref. [2])

Otolith Organs

The four otolith organs appear as thickened

portions on the inner walls of the paired utricle

and saccule (Fig. 8) that are termed macular

plates. A cross section of the saccular macula of

a squirrel monkey and a sketch of the zonal

structure are shown in Figure 9 [61]. The

otolithic membrane contains otoconia (concre-

tions of calcium carbonate crystals with a specific

weight of about 2.71) which are embedded in a

gelatinous material. It is noteworthy that this

membrane comprises the only tissue within the

bony labyrinth that differs considerably from the

specific gravity of the lymph fluids. The hairlike

projections of the sensory cells protrude into the

cupular membrane on which the otolith mem-

brane rests.

Figure 10 was drawn from electronmicrographs

of the sensory epithelium of the utricular macula

of the squirrel monkey [125]. Two types of hair

cells, each with two types of cilia, are depicted.

Each cell has 60 to 70 sterocilia and one kino-

cilium laid out in strict geometrical arrangement.

In different regions of the macula, the kinocilia

(which play the major role in the energy transfer)

are polarized in different directions; hence, a

shearing force in one plane will result in kino-

cilia moving in different directions with reference

to the kinociliar pole. The result is mechanical

deformation of the cilia which, in turn, causes

chemical changes, resulting in the generation of

bioelectrieily (nerve action potentials). This

apparatus may be termed the cilia-otolith

mechanism.
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Anterior (vertical) 
sern icircular canal 
A 

horizontal Vestibular nerve 

1 the saccule 
Macula of 
the utricle 

FIGURE 8. -Labyrinth of the left ear viewed from the medial 
aspect. 

Semicircular Canals 

The mechanoreceptors in the two vestibular 
organs are similar, but the gross structure of the 
semicircular canals bears little resemblance to 
that of the otolith organs (Fig. 7). The three canals 
in each human labyrinth are mutually perpen- 
dicular, and each so-called semicircular canal 
actually forms a complete circuit by virtue of its 
connections with the utricle, near which the duct 
expands into what is called the ampulla. A sec- 
tion through the ampulla of an exceptionally 
well-preserved human specimen is shown in 
Figure 11. The crista is a transverse ridge of 
tissue covered with the sensory epithelium con- 
taining hair cells (similar to those in the maculae) 
whose cilia extend into the cupula. The kinocilia 
in the hair cells are uniformly polarized; in the 
horizontal canals they are toward the utricle 
(utricular pole) and in the vertical canals toward 
the opposite pole. The cupula, a meshwork (pre- 
sumably of collagen fibers), extends to the roof 
of the ampulla (not shown in Fig. ll), complet- 
ing a fluid-tight gate across the ampulla, hinged 

Kindly provided by Professor Makoto Igarashi. Depart- 
ment of Otolaryngology, Baylor University College of Medi 
cine, Texas Medical Center, Houston. 

a A view of macula sacculi from a squirrel 
monkey. Zonal structure is clearly seen. 

Endolymph 
15-20 Hm Otolithic zone 
10-15 p m  Cupular zone 
5-8 pm Subcupular zone 
25 p m  Hair cell & 

supporting cells 

100 p m  Connective tissue m 
Bony tissue 
of macula sacculi 

b Schematic of the zonal structures in the 
squirrel monkey. 

FIGURE 9.-Cross section of macula saccular of a squirrel 
monkey with zonal structure as inset. (Modified from 
Ref. [61]) 
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FIGUREll.-Cross section of normal human ampulla (pos-

terior semicircular canal) showing the crista with its
sensory epithelium surmounted by the cupula.

FIGURE 10.--Schematic of an area from a vestibular sensory
epithelium with the two types of haircells (HCI and HCII),
KC, Kinocilia; St. sterocilia. (From Ref. [125])

at the crista, and free to move back and forth in

response to movements of the endolymph. This

apparatus constitutes the cupula-endolymph

mechanism. On rotation of the head, the endo-

lymph lags behind the movement of the bony

canal, thus displacing the cupula in a direction

counter to the rotary motion. The cupula-

endolymph system, responding only to impulse

angular accelerations in the plane of the canal,

has been likened to a fluid-filled torus, with the

cupula responding to movements of the endo-

lymph in the manner of a spring-mass system

with viscous damping.
Head motions, under natural conditions,

generate a high angular acceleration with the

onset of rotation, transient in character, fol-

lowed by a very brief period of rotation approach-

ing constant velocity, and ending with another

transient acceleration of opposite sign. Although

the acceleration and deceleration magnitude may

be different, the time-integral of angular acceler-

ation at the onset and offset is equal (area under

the curves). Thus, it is thought that under most

natural conditions the end organ responds as an

integrating accelerometer.

FIGURE12.--Orientation of semicircular canals (enlarged)
viewed in the skull from above.

Orientation of the six semicircular canals with

reference to the head is shown in Figure 12.

Although the three canals on one side lie approxi-

-, :" '__TY OF TIiR
: .:_.._IS POOR
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mately in mutually perpendicular planes, only
the horizontal canals lie close to one of the co-

ordinate planes of the skull, the superior and pos-

terior canals deviating by 45 ° from the sagittal

and frontal planes. Thus, rotary motions in the

horizontal plane generating impulse angular ac-

celerations would stimulate the horizontal pair

of canals (although not maximally) with the sub-

ject's head upright; but, with head tilted for-

ward about 25 °, near-maximal stimulation would

result. Rotation in the sagittal and frontal planes

would generate angular accelerations in planes

almost 45 ° from the planes of the vertical (su-

perior and posterior) canals.

Functional Neurology

The reflex character of the vestibular system

differs markedly from the predominantly sensory

character of the auditory system; auditory path-

ways to the cortex have been almost fully de-

lineated, whereas a corresponding vestibular

pathway has not been identified. The vestibular

system functions automatically, mainly through

motor effector mechanisms, which accounts for

it not being placed in the same category as

somatic sensory systems and that the vestibular

organs are termed special sense organs rather

than organs of special sense. The great differ-

ences in structure and modes of stimulation of

the two end organs indicate that they serve differ-

ent functions by providing different information;

yet, when we leave the periphery, their identity

is lost when we use the combining term "vestib-

ular." Added to this vagueness is the need to

take into account the differences between vestib-

ular influences under natural and unnatural

stimulatory conditions. Under certain abnormal

stimulatory conditions, it would seem that

"preferential pathways" are open to vestibular

activity. A very brief condensation of the neurol-

ogy of the vestibular system based on anatomical,

physiological, and behavioral studies follows.

References are _ven to detailed reports on these

important but exceedingly complex aspects of the

vestibular system.

Anatomical Aspects

Morphological studies using classical tech-

niques are definitive in nature, have important

functional implications, and derive a great ad-

vantage from the high relevance to man of studies
conducted on animals. Prior to the fourth edition

(1952) of Rasmussen's The Principal Nervous

Pathways [111], important contributions were

made by Cajal, Lorente de No', Retzius, Burlet,

Camis, and Vilstrup, among others. During the

past 20 years, extensive morphologic studies

have been carried out in a number of countries;

the details may be found in the literature [14, 23,

112, 113, 133].

Figure 13 shows the main connections, re-

vealed by classic anatomical techniques, com-

prising the reflex vestibular system. The vestibu-

lar nerve carries primary afferent fibers to the

vestibular nuclear complex, cerebellum, and
reticular formation and return efferent fibers to

the mechanoreceptors in cristae and maculae.

The vestibular nuclear complex (a term intro-

duced by Brodal and associates [14]) comprises

not only subdivisions within the confines of the

four classical nuclei (superior, medial, lateral,

and descending), but also small cell groups

(known as f, g, i, x, y, z, Sv) and the interstitial
nucleus of the vestibular nerve.

Cerebellar connections extend beyond the
archicerebellum or classical vestibulocerebellum

and include much of the vermis but not the hemis-

pheres. Only a few fibers have been traced to the

(pontine) reticular formation, but the absence of

discrete nuclei may account for part of the spars-

ity. In general, sites of termination of primary

fibers are sites of origin of secondary fibers that

not only consolidate interrelations among the

three major recipients of primary fibers but.also

ascend, descend, and cross the neuraxis.

The vestibular nerve. This nerve is the smaller

division of the acoustic nerve coursing from the

internal auditory meatus to the cerebellopon-

tine angle where it enters the dorsolateral aspect

of the brain stem, medial and somewhat ventral

to the cochlear part of the VIIhh nerve.

Efferent vestibular system. Rasmussen, whose

schema [111] did not show efferent fibers to the

end organs, led the way in their discovery [112]

and participated in defining their origin, course,

and termination [123]. Efferent fibers arise in

the lateral vestibular nucleus (Fig. 13) and, ac-

cording to Rossi and Cortesina [121], in the

nearby interposed vestibular nucleus. They leave
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Abbreviations

III, IV, and VI: cranial motor nerve nuclei

D: descending vestibular nucleus

group y: small cell group

Interposed V. N.: Interposed nucleus of the
vestibular nerve

L: lateral vestibular nucleus (Deiters')
L. C.: lateral semicircular canal

M.: medial vestibular nucleus

MLF: medial longitudinal fasciculus (ascending)
N. d.: dentate nucleus

N. f.: fastigial nucleus
Nod.: nodulus

Nin. VIII: interstitial nuclei (above and below

afferents from cristae) of the vestibular nerve

N. i.: interstitial nucleus of Cajal

P. C.: posterior semicircular canal

P. ft.: paratlocculus

RF: reticular formation

S.: superior vestibular nucleus
Sac.: saccule

S. C.: superior semicircular canal

S. G.: Scarpa's (vestibular)ganglion
Utr.: utricle

U. V.: uvula

V. N. C.: vestibular nuclear complex

X.: small-celled group x

FIGURE 13.--Schema of the reflex vestibular system showing: (1) sites of origin and termination of

first- and second.order neurons, (2) efferent fibers ,if"the vestibular nerw', and (3) lhird- 0,r high,.r)

order fastigia] fibers. Note absence of pathways to the cerebra] corlex.
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FIGURE 14.--Diagrammatic presentation of four hair cells,

their nerve endings, and the relationships of vesiculated

boutons (VB) to hair cells, chalice terminals (C), other

boutons and nerve fibers in the chinchilla ma.culae. BM,

basement membrane; SB, synaptic bar. It is believed the

efferent nerves form a horizontal plexus as drawn.

the brain in company with the cochlear efferent

fibers, reach the end organs in company with

vestibular dendrites, and terminate on the second-

type vesiculated boutons (Fig. 14) of all hair

cells in cristae and maculae [123]. Anatomically,

these efferent fibers complete a feedback loop,

holding out the possibility that central influences

of an inhibitory or regulatory nature can be

brought to bear on the end organs.

Primary afferent fibers. Although primary

vestibular fibers have been studied intensively,

special mention should be made of the recent

findings of Gacek [27], who traced their course

from specific end organs to specific central
terminations in the vestibular nuclei in the cat.

He took into account fiber size at the end organ

and, at central termination, cell size in the vestib-

ular nuclei. Figure 13 indicates that primary

canalicular neurons, after giving off short
collaterals to the interstitial nucleus of the

vestibular nerve, enter the brain stem where

each axon divides into an ascending and a de-

scending branch. The former terminates in the

superior vestibular nucleus (and the cerebellum).

The descending branches give off collaterals to

the lateral, medial, and descending vestibular

nuclei. Gacek was able to trace large and small

fibers from the posterior canalicular cristae to

large and small cells in the superior nucleus. (In

higher vertebrates, the sensory epithelium of the

horizontal canal was split off from the superior

[vertical] canal; hence, the fibers from both are

intermixed and impossible to trace as single

bundles.) Primary utricular fibers, after dividing

into ascending and descending branches, termi-

nate, respectively, in the lateral and medial nuclei

and in the medial and descending nuclei. Pri-

mary saccular fibers terminate mainly in the

small-group y nucleus, with some fibers terminat-

ing in the lateral and descending nuclei. In

summary, afferents from cristae and maculae

are differentially distributed to sites in the vestib-

ular nuclear complex; only canalicular fibers

terminate in the interstitial nucleus of the vestib-

ular nerve and in the superior nucleus.

Primary afferents have been traced to the

flocculonodular node and ventral part of the uvula

comprising the archicerebellum and to the

ventral and dorsal paraflocculus and to the lateral
dentate nucleus. First-order neurons do not reach

the fastigial nucleus, contrary to former belief.

Primary vestibular fibers to the cerebellum end

as a particular type of mossy fiber, not only in

the flocculonodular lobe comprising what Brodal

[13] termed the classical vestibulocerebellum,

but also the ventral and dorsal paraflocculus.

Only a few primary fibers have been traced to

the reticular formation, which is shown in Figure

13.
lnterconnections between cerebellum and

vestibular nuclear complex. In general, it is

difficult (using classical anatomical procedures)

to trace pathways in the vestibular system beyond

second-order neurons, but an important excep-

tion is in the fastigial nucleus of the cerebellum,

which is not a receiving site for primary vestibu-
lar fibers. The role of the fastigial nucleus as a

relay station for cerebellovestibular fibers would

also appear to serve as a major center in the

vestibular system. The fastigial nucleus receives

fibers from the vermis, paramedian lobule (both

sides), dorsal paraflocculus, crus II, and vestibu-
lar nuclei. The fastigial nucleus sends fibers to

reticular formation, all vestibular nuclei, mainly

ipsilaterally, and especially to the lateral vestibu-
lar nucleus.

574-270 0 - 75 - 18
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Vestibulocerebellar fibers, mainly from the

descending nucleus but also from the medial

nucleus and group x, project, chiefly ipsilaterally,

to end as mossy fibers in the flocculonodular

lobe, ventral part of the uvula, and the fastigial
nucleus.
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FIGURE 15.- Diagram illustrating major features in Ihe
projections from the cerebellar cortex untu the nucleus of
Deiters (to the left) and (to the right) in the projections
from the cerebellar cortex onto the fastigial nucleus and
from this to the lateral vestibular nuclei. Note that the
direct cerebellovestibular fibers and projection from the
rostral part of the fastigial nucleus end in the dorsal half
of the ipsilateral lateral vestibular nucleus, while fibers
from the caudal part of the fastigial nucleus via the hook
bundle supply the ventral half of the contralateral lateral
vestibular nucleus. Within each of these projections there
is a somatotopic localization. (From Ref. [13])

With regard to cerebellovestibular fibers,
distinction is made between second-order fibers

and fibers from the fastigial nucleus. Second-

order fibers, which originate in the archicere-

bellum and in vermal cortices (mainly anterior

lobe), project chiefly to the lateral nucleus.

Fibers from the fastigial nucleus project to the

reticular formation and to all vestibular nuclei;

those fibers projecting to the lateral nucleus

(which show a somatotopical arrangement) have

been intensively studied by Brodal and his group

[14]. Figure 15 shows the perseveration of an

orderly arrangement from vermal cortices via

fastigial nucleus to ipsilateral and contralateral

Deiters' nuclei [14]. The ipsilateral system

(involving forelimb and hindlimb) projecting to

rostral and caudal parts of the lateral nucleus

originate, respectively, in rostral and caudal parts

of the anterior vermis with their relay stations

in the rostral part of the fastigial nucleus. The

contralateral system is analogous, except that

it projects to the ventral half of the lateral vestibu-
lar nucleus and crosses the neuraxis in the hook

bundle via a relay station in the caudal part of

the fastigial nucleus.

Ascending projections. In continuing studies

demonstrating a high degree of differential distri-

bution of primary fibers to sites in the vestibular

nuclear complex, Gacek [28] traced the as-

cending pathways from these sites to their termi-

nation. Five major pathways are shown in Figure

13; all except the ascending tract of Deiters com-

prise the (ascending) medial longitudinal fas-

ciculus (MLF). Two pathways in the MLF may

be activated by primary canalicular neurons

constituting the ascending and descending

branches. The former, arising in the superior

vestibular nucleus, ascends ipsilaterally, giving

off fibers to N IV and N III (some crossing to

"he nucleus of the medial rectus), and terminat-

ing in the interstitial nucleus of Cajal and the
nucleus of Darkschewitsch. The continuation of

the descending branch (of the primary canalic-

ular fibers) arising in the medial vestibular

nucleus after giving off fibers to N VI bilaterally,

ascends contralaterally, giving off fibers to N IV

and N III (nucleus of the superior rectus and in-

ferior oblique) and terminates in the interstitial

nucleus of Cajal and Darkschewitsch's nucleus.

Three pathways may be activated by primary
macular fibers constituting the ascending and

descending branches. The former splits in the
lateral vestibular nucleus, one part coursing out-

side the MLF (as the ascending tract of Deiters) to

terminate in the nucleus of the inferior rectus

in N III, the other terminating ipsilaterally in

N VI. Continuation of the descending branch (of

the primary canalicular fibers) arising chiefly

in the medial vestibular nucleus gives off fibers

ipsilaterally to N VI, then crosses the midline,

_7 - ' _'_')lg POOR
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giving off fibers to N VI, N IV, inferior oblique,
medial rectus in the oculomotor nuclear complex,
and nuclei of the superior rectus.

A direct cerebellar projection to (contralateral)
N IV and N III and ipsilateral fibers in the

reticular formation are not shown in Figure 13;
these might comprise the independent vestib-
uloocular pathway readily demonstrated in
physiologic studies.

Descending pathways. The three major de-
scending pathways comprise the lateral and
medial vestibulospinal tracts and the reticulo-

spinal tract (Fig. 13). The lateral vestibulospinal
tract arises in the somatotopically arranged part
of the lateral vestibular nucleus and projects the
length of the cord, preserving its somatotopical

arrangement. Nyberg-Hansen [104] has de-
scribed the terminations in great detail, based
on Rexed's subdividions of the spinal gray
matter, pointing out that fibers in the vestibulo-

spinal tract influence the entire cord by modu-
lating stretch reflexes and muscular tone. The

medial tract (Fig. 13), arising chiefly in the medial
vestibular nucleus, descends bilaterally in the
(descending) MLF and terminates in the upper
half of the cord without evidence of a somato-

topical arrangement.
In summary, the anatomic organization of the

reflex vestibular system, while not extensive

(few third-order pathways have been traced
outside the cerebellum) is complex. The com-
plexities are evident in the high degree of
differentiation from hair cells to sites of termina-

tions of primary and secondary fibers, and in their
interconnections both within the vestibular
system and between vestibular and nonvestibular

systems. Brodal [13] stated, "Much remains to be
investigated. The anatomical data available at
present indicate functional differentiations be-

tween cell groups and parts of nuclei which go
beyond what has so far been clarified in physio-
logical studies."

Physiological Aspects

Only a few experiments had been conducted
until recently, using electrical stimulation in
normal unanesthetized animals. The use of

abnormal stimuli, in addition to anesthesia or
decerebration, raises the question whether the

response is normal or if a vestibular side effect
is involved. Depending on the animal used, there
is the question of relevance for man. All these
considerations are increasingly being taken

into account; consider the use of human sub-
jects, techniques that minimize departure from
physiologic conditions, and testing at organiza-
tional levels characterized by similarity among
species. Some examples have in common that

vestibular activity involves pathways not yet
identified, using classical anatomic procedures.
These may involve vestibular projections beyond
the reflex system, interactions between vestibu-
lar and nonvestibular systems, and the intrinsic

organization of the vestibular system.
Projections beyond the reflex vestibular system.

Razumeyev and Shipov [116] devote Chapter
IX of their monograph to "connections of the
labyrinth with the cerebral cortex." This excel-

lent summary of the authors' studies (and of
other investigators) gives details, as well as
representative reports [1, 65, 88, 91, 93, 124,
1301.

Studies have been conducted with human and

animal subjects; accelerative, thermal, and
electrical stimuli; and responses have been

measured in electroencephalograms, electro-
corticograms, or in recordings of single neuron
activity in many parts of the brain.

It was established early that stimulation of the
vestibular nerve in the lightly anesthetized cat

elicited short-latency responses (around 0.6
ms) in parts of contralateral suprasylvian and
ectosylvian gyri, that depended on the functional
integrity of the nonacoustic labyrinth. Stimula-
tion of the flocculonodular lobe elicits short-

latency responses bilaterally, but removal of the
cerebellum does not influence responses from
the labyrinth.

Responses in the cat elicited by angular
and "alternate" linear accelerations, studied in

great detail by Razumeyev and Shipov [116],
revealed differences, but, in general, the changes
reflected the intensity of stimulation and were
characterized by desynchronization in the

electrocorticogram over wide (diffuse) areas.
Short-latency responses elicited at the onset of
acceleration yielded to long-latency response on
deceleration and reached the brain by nonspecific
pathways in the reticular formation.
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Changes in the activity of single neurons in

cortical and subcortical regions as the result of

linear accelerative stimuli fell into four classes

based on impulse frequency: (1) increase, (2) de-

crease, (3) phasic (with acceleration), and (4) no

change. Convergence of vestibular and non-

vestibular afferent "signals" were reviewed,

categorized, and summarized by Razumeyev and

Shipov [116] as:

Electrophysiological experiments which

have been performed to date show that the

so-called specific cortical convergence of

visual, vestibular, auditory and also, in all

probability, somatic afferentation takes

place almost exclusively in the anterior por-

tions of the ecto- and suprasylvian gyri; i.e.,
in the portions of the cortex defined as

cortical projection fields of the vestibular

analyzer. Therefore, the assumption of

Gorgiladze and Smirnov (1967), which states
that the "vestibular cortical field is the coor-

dination center which integrates afferent

impulses from various sense organs and cre-

ates images of spatial relationships between

the individual and surrounding objects of

the visible world," appears to be correct.

Vestibular connections with the visceral

nervous system have been described. Some of

the early findings reported by Akert and Gernandt

[1] may have to be amended where vestibulovagal

connections are inferred. In a subsequent re-

port, Tang and Gernandt [130] demonstrated the

vestibular influences above, not below the point

where the recurrent laryngeal parts company

with the vagus. These authors reported that

vestibular stimulation in cats elicited responses

in recordings from the phrenic and recurrent

laryngeal nerves. The responses were associated

with increases in rate and depth of respiration

and blood pressure. In a study to be reported,

Tang [129] raises the possibility of artifacts

vitiating many experiments involving electrical
stimulation of the vestibular nerve.

Vestibular-nonvestibular connections. Electro-

physiological studies have helped greatly in

demonstrating connections between vestibular

and nonvestibular systems; recent studies con-

tribute much to knowledge of this aspect of ves-

tibular neurology [25, 109, 116, 134]. Pompeiano

[109] points out that in deep sleep, activity of
second-order neurons in the vestibular nuclei

increases phasically due to extralabyrinthine

inputs; this results in rapid eye movement

(REM) sleep. Wilson [134] has demonstrated that

impulses from peripheral nerves ascending the

spinal cord facilitate cells in the lateral vestibular

nucleus that are sites of origin of the lateral

vestibular spinal tract. Frederickson and Schwarz

[25] investigated cells in the vestibular nucleus

of unanesthetized cats by means of single-unit

analysis. Ninety-nine percent of the units were

responsive to labyrinthine stimulation and 80%

to joint movement. There were no reponses to
muscle pressure, optic, or acoustic stimuli, and

cerebellectomy did not grossly alter joint
influence.

Intrinsic organization of the vestibular system.

Morphologists are among the first to point out

that much work (including the use of electron

microscopy) remains before anatomical observa-

tions suffice as a basis for functional interpre-

tations. Among many examples, two must suffice
for illustration.

The vestibuloocular reflex arc has long been

of great interest. Fluur [24] found that selective
stimulation of the nerve from individual semi-

circular canals in cats yielded two types of re-

sponses: Type I characterized by spontaneous

activity in the extraocular muscles and conjugate

deviation of the eyes; and Type II characterized

by absence of spontaneous activity and of non-

conjugate movements during stimulation. The

differences in types of responses were considered

in the light of differences in end organ receptors,
the functional state either of the extraocular

muscles and their proprioceptive mechanisms

or the brain stem, and technical factors. Type I

responses to selective stimulation of the nerve

to the left lateral canal resulted in conjugate eye

movement to the right, with activation and re-

ciprocal inhibition of the appropriate muscles;
similar stimulation in the left anterior canal

caused upward deviation; of the left inferior,

down deviation; and of both left vertical canals,

counterclockwise rotary deviation. While stimu-

lation of the horizontal canal caused deviation in

that plane, stimulation of either vertical canal
caused movement in the sagittal plane. In brief,

impulses from a single canal must carry messages
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notonlytotheextraocularnuclei,butalsototheir
functionalsubdivisions.Gacek[28] raisedthe
question-whetheroneof the two (canalicular)
pathwaysmight be inhibitory and the other
facilitory,thusmakingunidirectionaleyemove-
mentspossible.

Cortical,cerebellar,and reticularinfluences
on vestibularactivityhavegenerallybeenre-
gardedasinhibitory,butthesebroadgeneraliza-
tionsmustbe modifiedin the light of recent
studies[25, 52,62, 109,116,134].Anillustra-
tionis amodelthatIto [62]hasproposed,based
on motoneuronsin combinationwith certain
receptorsandmusclesthatwouldformasimple
controlsystemwith a negativefeedbackloop
(Fig.16).With the insertionof the cerebellum
in thiscontrolsystem,a morecomplexperform-
anceispossible(Fig.17,partA,left),ho reported
that,insertionof thecerebellarnucleibetween
the cerebellarcortexandthe brainstemmay
modifytheability of this unit in tworespects:
(1)integrationof excitatoryinputswith the in-
hibitoryPurkinjecellsignalsis performedat the
cerebellarnuclei,allowingthebrainstemcenters
to carryout moreintegrationwithothersignals
(Fig.17,partB, center);(2)a reverberatingcir-
cuit maybe formedbetweenthecerebellarnu-
cleusneuronsand thoseoriginatingin certain
cerebellarafferents(Fig. 17, part C, right).
Anatomicalevidencesuggestsa reverberating
connectionbetweenthe descendingvestibular
nucleusand fastigial nucleus,betweenthe
paramedianreticular formationand fastigial
nucleus,andbetweenthe pontinenucleusand
the intracerebellarlateral nucleus.According
to ho, theseconnectionswouldfavormainte-
nanceof a certainstandardof activityin the
cerebellum-brainstemsystem, which would
providethe bias aroundwhich the dynamic
characteristicsof the systemmaybeoptimum.

Behavioral Aspects

Vestibular responses (normal and abnormal)
elicited in healthy persons have important neuro-

logic implications. Indeed, our point of departure

might well have been reversed (discussing be-

havioral aspects first rather than anatomical)

since behavioral phenomena demand explana-
tion while the anatomical do not. Thus, under

A

FIGURE 16.--Block diagram illustrating development of the
motor control system. M: motoneuron. S: sensory part
of the system. H: feedback loop.
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FIGURE 17.-Diagrammatic illustration of variation in cere-
bellar corticosubcortical connections. BS: brain stem, CN:
cerebellar nuclei, cf: climbing fiber, mf: mossy fiber,
P:Purkinje cell. See text.

natural living conditions today, man's nervous

system may contain redundant or vestigal

elements. Under unnatural conditions (motion

environments), we must seek explanations for

phenomena that only recently have become part

of our lives. In addition to the distinction between

behavioral phenomena elicited under natural

and unnatural stimulus conditions, the latter

(vestibular side effects) may be categorized ac-

cording to the immediacy and nature of the

response. Immediate reflex responses may be

divided into those that represent perturbations

of normal responses, e.g., nystagmus, and those

that do not, e.g., perception of the oculogravic
illusion. Delayed responses comprise epiphenom-

ena, best known as motion sickness. Vestibular

side effects will be discussed in subsequent

sections; it will suffice here to point out a few

examples that illustrate neurologic aspects not

mentioned in the preceding section.

Perception of rotation. Under favorable

conditions, when subjects are passively exposed

for 10 s to angular acceleration about the vertical

axis, thresholds for the perception of rotation
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arein range0.17°/sz [17], and on "sudden stop"

after constant rotation at 1 rpm, the perception
is "immediate" in behavioral terms. Persons

with bilateral loss of vestibular (canalicular)

function do not perceive rotation at the highest

angular accelerations achieved in the laboratory.

These findings suggest that vestibular impulses
reach cortical levels when a normal type stimulus

many magnitudes lower in intensity is used,

rather than that generated during normal head

movements.

Perception of the oculogravic illusion. This
illusion is readily perceived when a person is

exposed to change in direction of the gravito-
inertial vertical on a certrifuge; it is not readily

perceived by subjects with bilateral loss of

vestibular function, especially when exposed

during water immersion [45]. This influence on

perception of the visual upright must involve

integration of otolithic and optic neural activity.

Pseudo-Coriolis illusion. Recent studies by

Brandt and colleagues [12] demonstrated pseudo-

Coriolis effects, so termed- a visually induced

perception of self-rotation and a pseudo-Coriolis

illusion. The Coriolis (or oculogyral) illusion is

readily perceived under favorable circum-

stances in a room rotating at constant velocity

if a person rotates his head out of the plane of
the room's rotation. The pseudo-oculogyral il-

lusion can be elicited by substituting rotation of

the visual environment (a striped drum) for rota-
tion of the "room." Rotation of the head is essen-

tial, thus implicating the vestibular organs,

although the head movements generate normal
accelerative stimuli. After abolition of the visual

stimulus, abnormal effects can be elicited for as

long as 30 s. The sites of interaction between the

normal vestibular inputs and abnormal visual

inputs are probably in the medial and lateral

vestibular complex and adjacent reticular forma-
tion, which was demonstrated by single fiber

recordings in rabbits. Some fibers responded

not only to accelerative but also to optokinetic

stimuli. (In this connection it is important to

recall that subjects who have never perceived
light may, nevertheless, be highly susceptible

to motion sickness when exposed to Coriolis

accelerations [381.)
Motion sickness. Motion sickness (discussed

in the next section) represents a constellation of

delayed epiphenomena, precipitated by repeti-
tive vestibular sensory inputs that are either

abnormal or (if normal) encounter an abnormal

integrative pattern. The immediate origin of

cardinal symptoms is in nonvestibular systems;

hence, first-order responses (at least) must reach

cell groups via preferential pathways (pre-

sumably in the brain stem reticular formation)
not used under natural stimulus conditions.

In summary, the vestibular system under

artificial stimulus conditions readily evokes re-

sponses that range from near-normal (the oculo-

gravic illusion) to the absurd (motion sickness).

Preferential pathways and unusual interactions

with nonvestibular systems deserve study for

scientific reasons and for practical benefits.

Input-Output Relations

The schema in Figure 18 represents an attempt

to fit important elements concerned with vestibu-

lar input-output relations into a conceptual

framework.

In Block I are the types and combinations of
natural and artificial accelerative stimuli that

reach the semicircular canals and otolith organs.

The important contribution to artificial stimulus

patterns made by man's motions, especially

those involving rotation of the head, deserves

emphasis. In the footnotes at the bottom of the

schematic are: (1) categories of activation of the

vestibular system, some of which are not ac-

celerative in nature, e.g., disease process; and

(2) typical activity patterns.
Block II indicates the transducer functions of

the end organs. Although a feature common to

both end organs is the conversion of the accelera-
tive stimuli to electrical energy, thus altering the

temporal and spatial patterning constituting the

propogated discharge, the well-known differences

between the two end organs must be taken into

account.

The cupula-endolymph mechanism in the six

semicircular canals responds to impulse and

Coriolis accelerations and, for practical purposes,

is gravity-independent. Under nearly all natural

conditions, the canals are stimulated only by the

motions of man that involve rotations of the head.

Under artificial conditions, of course, the canals

respond to the same types of accelerations

generated by a machine. In the absence of head
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motions (active or passive) there is no accelera-

tive canalicular stimulus, but a resting discharge,

presumably of chemical origin, is present. Its

precise origin and role, however, have not been
determined.

The cilia-otolith mechanism in the four otolith

organs is activated by gravity and by impulse
linear and Coriolis accelerations directed so

as to cause a shearing displacement between

the otolithic membrane supporting the hair cells.

The result is mechanical deformation of the cilia

(kinocilia) which, in turn, results in chemical

changes affecting the generation of bioelectricity

(nerve action potentials).
Block III are the vestibular servation system

and its two components (canalicular and otolithic),

which have reciprocal modulating influences, and

the vestibular efferent fibers ensuring a return

flow of impulses to the end organs, thus closing

one loop. An effort has been made to indicate

typical normal and abnormal canalicular and

otolith activity patterns and some opportunities

for interaction with nonvestibular systems,

notably vision.

Natural Terrestrial Stimulus Conditions

Typical responses to which the vestibular

organs contribute under natural terrestrial con-

ditions are shown in Block IV(A) (Fig. 18), and the

entire chain of events involves Blocks I through

IV(A).

Astonishingly little is known concerning the

normal function of the vestibular system in man
under natural conditions. The canals and otoliths

serve mainly as "participants" in motor functions,

and it is exceedingly difficult to elucidate these

contributory roles. The reason is that "natural

activities" greatly limit the investigator, both in

terms of stimulus manipulation and measurement

and in the use of specific indications (responses)
of canal or otolith stimulation that are available

for measurement. Thus, the investigator must

resort to unnatural stimulation of canals, otoliths,

or both, which elicits abnormal responses that

can be measured. In doing this he elicits the same

responses experienced by susceptible persons in

conveyances of different kinds which generate

abnormal patterns of accelerations, with the im-

portant difference, however, that in the labora-

tory, the stimuli are under the experimenter's
control.

A classical experimental approach to this

question involves the use of human or animal

subjects with bilateral loss of canalicular and
otolithic functions. Experiments on animals alone,

however, will never suffice; the findings are not

directly applicable to man. The identification of

human subjects with bilateral loss of labyrinthine

function (L-D subjects) has been accomplished

by screening groups of deaf persons, but experi-

mentation on subjects identified in this way is

complicated by the great differences between

persons who hear and those who do not. More-

over, in all such subjects there is not only the

need to make sure that pathologic changes are

quiescent and adaptive changes are complete

following any loss of function, but there is also

the need to take into account the unmeasurable

factor of "compensatory adjustment."

Despite these limitations, the best information

has been derived from a comparison in perh_rm-

ance of persons with and without vestibular

defects. Under present-day ordinary living con-

ditions, severe losses of vestibular function have

gone undetected. This is dramatically illustrated

by the rare persons with loss of vestibular func-

tion early in life but whose hearing had been

retained [49]. Two such persons, discovered

fortuitously, revealed that neither they, their

families, nor their physicians were aware of the

loss. Despite the loss of function being readily

revealed, this takes little away from the fact that

they met not only the ordinary demands of

present-day living, but also were above the

average in proficiency in a variety of sports.

When apprised of their loss, it was brought out

that they had experienced difficulties under cir-
cumstances where visual cues were inadequate

and, possibly, in eye-head-body coordination

when visual cues were inadequate.

A comparison between normal and L-D sub-

jects under natural stimulus conditions reveals

not only performance decrements but also the

important observation that the stimulus to the

otolith organs due to gravity generates a tonic

discharge over and above the resting discharge.

Performance decrement is readily demonstrated

using tests for postural equilibrium [26].
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When the head is "fixed" in the gravitational

field, there is no question that the otolith organs
are stimulated, indicated not only by the persis-

tence of ocular counterrolling [98] and the

oculogravic illusion [19], but also by these re-

sponses varying with hypogravity and supra-

gravity g-loadings [97]. Whether the effective

stimulus is due to a constant weight (or pressure)

or to slight unavoidable changes in position of the

macular plates with respect to gravity (even

though the head is presumably fixed) is not clear.

In either event the stimulus gives rise to a tonic

sensory input over and above the resting dis-

charge, and the significance of this finding for

exposures in subgravity and weightlessness is

obvious, although Yuganov [140] has brought out

evidence that weightlessness may act as a spe-
cific stimulus to the maculae.

Nashner [103] has published the results of a

sophisticated study on postural sway under near-
normal conditions. Based on available informa-

tion, he developed a general postural control

model that, in turn, was used in devising a series

of experiments dealing with postural sway result-

ing from rotation about the ankle. The experi-

mental findings were combined with the general

model to develop specific models for the sensory-

motor interfaces. Three normal subjects and one

L-D subject participated. The latter, age 20, had

compensated "to the extent possible" following

bilateral transection of the VIIhh nerve, 2 years

prior to testing. Four types of tests were
conducted:

(1) Reflex response gains. In normal sub-

jects the average gain of the stretch reflex

response induced by small rotations was

about one-third that necessary for postural

stability. In the L-D subject with eyes open

the gains were larger than in the normals but

below those necessary for postural stability;

with eyes closed the average gain increased

markedly, and, for extensor muscles, resulted

in "rigid" postural stability.

(2) Induced sway: thresholds for percep-

tion with eyes open. Threshold values in

terms of response time and body angle are

shown in Figure 19 [103].

(3) Continuous recording of postural

response and body angle motion. With eyes
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FIGURE 19. - Response threshold to induced sway in terms of

response time and body angle; note increase when vestibu-

lar cues absent. (From Ref. [103])

open the "control strategy" is the same for

the L-D subject and normal controls, but in

making corrections for transient disturb-

ances (higher center commands) perform-
ance was better for the normals than the

L-D subjects. With eyes closed the strategy

remains the same for normal subjects (peri-
ods of reflex stability and transient disturb-

ances), but changes for the L-D subject in

that reflex stability gives way to continuous
oscillation.

(4) Frequency spectra of body angle
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motions. Comparative values are shown in

Figures 20 A and B [103].
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FIGURE 20A.-Body-sway frequency compared in vestibular-

defective and normal subjects: Fourier coefficients of

body-sway motion fi}r vestibular-defective subject standing

on a rigid, flat surface with eyes open. (From Ref. [103])
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FIGURE 20B.-Body-sway frequency compared in vestibular-

defective and normal subjects: Fourier coefficient of

body-sway motion for vestibular-defective subject standing

on a rigid, flat surface with eyes closed. (From Ref. [103])

In summary, the normal subject regulates pos-

ture with a combination of high-frequency (canal

and somatosensory receptors) stabilization and

low-frequency (otolith and optic receptors) sta-

bilization; with eyes closed he still has otoliths

functioning. The L-D subject with eyes closed is

without low-frequency stabilization, resulting in a

"rind" stability.

Unnatural Stimulus Conditions

The vestibular responses under abnormal stim-

ulus conditions fall mainly into two categories:

system-bound and nonsystem-bound. The main

chain of events in system-bound responses

involves Blocks I, II, III, IV(B), and V of Figure
18.

Reflex phenomena. Some, but not all system-

bound responses reflect instability of the vestibu-

lar system, which will be referred to as reflex

vestibular disturbances (RVD). Typical manifes-

tations in normal persons include nystagmus, the
oculogyral illusion, past-pointing,, and postural

disequilibrium. Systematic studies of reflex mani-
festations reveal characteristics of the various

responses which may be observed or inferred and,

in general, have in common: (1) short latencies, (2)

maximal response to the initial stimulus, (3) no

perseveration of responses unless explicable by

continuation of stimulation, and (4) response

decline with acquisition of adaptation effects.

A large, important body of information deals

with the input-output relations of the semicircular

canals, otolith organs, and their interactions. The

literature dealing with eye motions [59, 90, 117]

has reached the level of a subspecialty with the

introduction of nystagmography. Reference may
also be made to modeling of the vestibular system

[21, 33, 36, 51, 53, 57, 60, 71, 92,114, 139]; in this

chapter, much of a practical nature will be
mentioned.

Delayed epiphenomena. Nonsystem-bound

responses (Blocks I-III and VI-VII of Fig. 18)

constitute an epiphenomenon elicited by certain

repetitive accelerative stimuli that not only dis-

turb the vestibular system, but allow vestibular

influences (by means of a facuhative or temporary

linkage) to stimulate cells or cell groups outside

the system. These responses include the symp-
toms of motion sickness and are superimposed on

any reflex manifestations also present. Inasmuch

as they are not elicited in response to physiologic

stimuli and serve no useful purpose, they may be

properly characterized as absurd manifestations.
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Little isknownconcerningthefacultativelink-
age(BlockV).That"irradiating"vestibularactiv-
ity isdemonstrablyopentomodulatinginfluences
pointsto the useof commonpathwaysin the
brainstemreticularformation;mildsymptomsof
motionsicknesshavedisappearedundertheinflu-
enceof experimenter-directedtaskswhichmay
havepreemptedneuralpathwaysusedbyirradiat-
ingvestibularactivity.Thevestibularfacultative
linkageis madeunusualbut notuniqueby the
readinesswithwhichvestibularactivitymayget
"out of bounds" and elicit the widespread
responseswhich includetypicalsymptomsof
motion sickness.The occasionallong delay
betweenonsetof stimulationandappearanceof
motionsicknesssuggeststhatachemicallinkage
mayalsobeinvolved[37].

Certainsecondaryetiologicalinfluencesare
categorizedin Figure18 (right lowercorner).
Someof theseinfluences,e.g., eyesopenor
closed,arealwayspresent,tendingtoincreaseor
decreasesusceptibilityto motionsickness.Also,
it maybeassumedthatanyfactortendingeither
to evokeor inhibit a responsecharacteristicof
motionsicknesswill affect the susceptibility
accordingly.

Althoughtypicalsymptomsof motionsickness
arewell-known,a list of first-orderresponses(let
alonetheprecisesitesoforigin)hasnotbeencom-
piled (BlockVII). At least somefirst-order
responsesalsoactasa stimulus,andsoon,until
thedisturbancesinvolvetheorganismasawhole.

Thecardinalsymptomsusefulinmakingaclin-
ical diagnosisinclude cold sweating,pallor,
drowsiness,increasedsalivation,andthenausea
syndrome.Releaseof the antidiuretichormone
and urinaryexcretionof 17-hydroxycorticoste-
roidsand catecholaminesareamongthe many
biochemicalchangesthatmaybemanifested[20,
63].It is apparent that there are great gaps in

our knowledge of mechanisms underlying the

symptomatology of motion sickness. The starting

point in conducting studies, it seems, would not

be the full constellation of symptoms and syn-

dromes but rather the first-order responses.

Although there is general agreement on what

constitutes frank motion sickness, this agree-
ment dwindles with the reduction in number

and kinds of responses. It is possible, for example,

to elicit either sweating (probably a first-order

response) or drowsiness (undoubtedly a second

or higher order response) as the only definite

overt symptom.

Typical manifestations of motion sickness are:

(1) delay in appearance of symptoms (cumulation)

after onset of stressful stimuli, (2) gradual or rapid

increase in severity of symptoms, (3) modulation

by secondary influences, (4) perseveration after

sudden cessation of stimuli, and (5) response

decline indicating adaptation.

Recovery during continual exposure to stress is

complicated. First, the nonvestibular systems

(Block VI) must be freed from vestibular influ-

ences (Block III) by adaptation taking place in the

vestibular system. The point in time at which this

occurs is difficult or impossible to determine

because it is not immediately reflected by the dis-

appearance of symptoms. Symptoms perseverate

until restoration takes place (spontaneously)

through homeostatic mechanisms. The time of

engagement and disengagement between the

vestibular and nonvestibular systems is best

determined when a subject is exposed to severe

stress for only a short period.

Another important omission in Figure 18 relates

to mechanisms underlying adaptation in the ves-

tibular system (with the possible exception of the

role of vestibular efferent activity). In general

terms, it would appear that individuals differ

greatly in the ability to cope with abnormal ves-

tibular inputs. Part of this difference may be

attributable to differences in susceptibility and

part to differences in the rate at which they can

adapt to the abnormal inputs. The need to adjust

must be triggered by a recognizable difference

between the incoming stimulus pattern and the

central patterning into which it must integrate.

The fact that motion sickness may be prevented

by incremental exposure to otherwise intolerable

angular velocities in a slowly rotating room

implies that this "recognizable difference" may

be smaller than that necessary to elicit symptoms.

An additional implication is that adaptation

achieved by small increments in stressful accel-

erations must involve the vestibular system

proper (Block III), and not the nonvestibular

systems (Block VI) where first-order responses

characteristic of motion sickness have their
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immediate origin. Money [lo21 and Reason [118] 
have reviewed the literature on motion sickness. 

GROUND-BASED STUDIES IN 
PREPARATION FOR SPACE FvIISSIONS 

In this section of the chapter there are five 
parts: Functional Tests, Provocative Tests, Adap- 
tive Capacity Tests, Simulation Studies in Para- 
bolic Flight and Rotating Environments, and 
Antimotion Sickness Drug Therapy. Only simula- 
tion studies will be discussed in detail, partly 
because some of the material is not readily acces- 
sible elsewhere, but mainly because they com- 
prise the most important studies in preparation 
for space missions. 

Functional Tests 

The tests described here should be regarded as 
possibly supplementing, and not taking the place 
of, a comprehensive clinical otolaryngological 
examination [7, 59, 68, 901, although there is evi- 
dence that function test scores within the normal 
range have no value in predicting individual dif- 
ferences in susceptibility to reflex vestibular dis- 
turbances and motion sickness [68). They are 
valuable nevertheless for making comparative 
measurements, the crewman serving as his own 
control. The reliability of most vestibular tests is 
not high compared with vision or hearing tests; 
hence, there is need or desirability for repeated 
measurements on the crew serving as experi- 
mental subjects. Functional tests should be used 
not only in the selection of the crew but also in 
the selection of subjects for vestibular 
experimentation. 

Semicircular Canals 

Nearly all clinical test batteries include tests 
for spontaneous and positional nystagmus and a 
modified Hallpike test; hence, those tests will not 
be described here. 

The threshold caloric test [89] is fairly reliable 
and may be useful; the vestibular disturbance is 
brief and recovery quick. Irrigating temperatures 
just below body temperature usually suffice, but 
if not, stepwise decreases are made until a 
response is obtained. If irrigating temperatures 

below 35” C are required to elicit a response, 
some abnormality should be suspected. 

Rotating devices provide not only a physiolog- 
ical type stimulus (albeit abnormal) but also may 
be instrumented to include preprograming (Fig. 
21). The most sensitive indicator is the oculogyral 
illusion, but “sensations” and nystagmus are 
used more routinely. 

FIGURE 21.-Subject manipulating a dim line of light in 
darkness, using a goggle device with recording equipment. 
The target does not furnish a visual r u e  for spare  localiza- 
tion but does provide a good indicator. The  rradout is 
automatic. 

The oculogyral illusion is a form of apparent 
motion in the direction of angular acceleration; 
its genesis is in the behavior of the cupula- 
endolymph mechanism. In measuring “thresh- 
olds, favorable conditions include a dimly 
lighted three-dimensional target viewed in dark- 
ness and fixed with respect to the subject, or a 
goggle device that greatly simplifies the method. 
The goggle device (Fig. 22), described elsewhere 
in detail [loo], is essentially a collimated line of 
light in an otherwise dark field. This “line” can 
be rotated about its center by means of a knurled 

,, 
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knob. A digital readout of “line” position is easily The values obtained with different degrees of 
seen and is accurate within k0.25’. Normal rightward and leftward tilt describe curves that 
thresholds of perception are in the range of 0.1 can be examined for left-right symmetry. The 
to 0.2O/S2. “index” (one-half the sum of the maximal left and 

right roll) values obtained in a group of 550 pre- 
sumably normal persons and 10 L-D subjects are 
shown in Figure 23 [94]. The rare instances when 
values fall below 120 seconds of arc are 
unexplained. 

A variety of other tests is available but none is 
recommended as a substitute for ocular counter- 
rolling. The elicitation of nystagmus in a device 
that rotates a person about an axis other than the 
Earth-vertical is receiving attention. Figure 24 
shows the type of nystagmus elicited when a nor- 
mal subject is rotated at constant velocity about 
an Earth-horizontal axis [MI. During rotation in a 
clockwise direction, the subject displays a right- 
beating nystagmus that is diminished as he 
rotates through the right-ear-down position and is 
augmented as he rotates through the left-ear- 
down position. During counterclockwise rotation, 
he displays a left-beating nystagmus that is dimin- 
ished as he rotates through the left-ear-down posi- 
tion and enhanced as he rotates through the 
right-ear-down position. Both a directional bias 
arid a cyclic modulatiofi about the bias level are 
manifested, indicating that two etiologic factors 

FIGURE 22. -Goggle device without automatic readout; pitch 
or roll, or both, may be measured. Note the dental appliance 
(individually fitted) that aids in maintaining the device in a 
fixed position with reference to the head. 

Tests of Otolith Function 
Ocular counterrolling has the advantage of not 

disturbing the vestibular system; hence, it quali- 
fies as  a test conducted under near-normal stim- 
ulus conditions. Ocular torsion may be defined as 
the involuntary conjugate rolling movement of the 
eyes around their lines of sight in the direction 
opposite the leftward- or rightward-tilted position 
of the head (and body) with respect to the gravi- 
tational upright. The measurements are made by 
comparing the position of a metal frame, to which 
the subject is thoroughly secured (head secured 
by individually fitted dental appliance), and the 
relative position of the uncovered eye from 
colored photographs made in the upright and tilt 
positions. The roll is measured in degrees of arc. 

are operant [126]. 

Test of Combined Canalicular 
and Otolithic Function 

The postural equilibrium test battery. These 
tests have a limitation in the sense that many sys- 
tems in addition to the vestibular reflexes are 
challenged, but a great advantage is that they test 
natural behavioral mechanisms. 

A useful test battery, described elsewhere in 
detail [26], comprising six individual items, 
requires the subject to stand or walk in the strin- 
gent position of body erect, arms folded against 
chest. The test items that constitute this battery 
are: 

1. Sharpened Romberg (SR): standing on the 
floor in strict tandem heel-to-toe position with 
eyes closed, arms folded against chest, and 
body erect for 60 s. 
2. Walk Eyes Open (Walk E/O): walking 
heel-to-toe with feet in strictly tandem posi- 
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FIGURE 24.-Normal nystagmic responses (drawings) to
rotation about an Earth-horizontal axis. Note directional

bias and cyclic modulation.

tion and arms folded against chest while in a

body-erect position on a 3/4-inch-wide by
8-foot-long rail.

3. Stand Eye Open (Stand E/O): standing
heel-to-toe with feet in a strictly tandem posi-
tion and arms folded against the chest while

in a body-erect position on the 3/4-inch-wide
rail for a period of 60 s.
4. Stand Eyes Closed (Stand E/C): standing,
as for the Stand E/O test, on a 2¼-inch-wide
by 30-inch-long rail for a period of 60 s.

5. Stand One Leg Eyes Closed (SOLEC-R
and SOLEC-L): standing stationary on the
floor on each leg for 30 s while arms are
folded against chest and body in erect

position.
6. WOFEC: walking on the floor eyes closed
in the stringent position of arms folded
against chest, body erect, and feet aligned

tandemly heel-to-toe.

All subjects are tested while wearing shoes on a
hard floor without rugs. The men wear hard-
soled shoes and the women wear hard-soled

"flats."
The scores and percentile equivalents meas-

ured on the normal subjects are shown in
Table 1.

Comparative scores (normalized in percentile

equivalents) for the other tests are in Table 2. A
diagnosis of "frank ataxia" can be made if the
walk-on-floor-eyes-closed (WOFEC) score is less
than perfect and scores on the other tests are
below the 6th percentile. The typical normal
range requires a perfect WOFEC and scores
about the 40th percentile in the other tests. A
test comprising only the "floor" tests is quite
satisfactory for screening purposes. In general,

improvement in scores suggests normality, and
its absence, abnormality.

'::"-_'" _'-Trc_]LFEY OP THE

Y:"A (."-_P,IS POOR
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TABLE 1.--The WOFEC Test Scores of Normal
Men and Women; Means, Standard Deviations,
and Percentile Equivalents [26]

N = 287

Normal men

Ages 17-61

(Mean age = 24.5;

S. D. = 8.73)

WOFEC Percentile

score equivalent

30

29

27-28

23-26

_< 22

100th-5th

4th

3rd

2nd

ls,t

N=100

Normal women

Ages 18-65

(Mean age =33.2;

S. D. = 11.72)

WOFEC Percentile

score equivalent

30 100th-12th

29 llth

28 10th

27 9th

26 8th

24 6th

23 5th

22 3rd

19-21 2nd

<_ 18 1st

Mean: 29.7 Mean: 29.3

S. D.: 1.65 S.D.: 2.60

Provocative Tests

Provocative tests of many types are widely used

[5, 30, 31, 40, 64, 83, 86, 95, 101,106, 108, 128],

serve the important purpose of evaluating sus-

ceptibility to reflex vestibular disturbances and to

motion sickness, and measure ability to cope
with such disturbances either with or without the

aid of countermeasures, including the use of

drugs. Factors of etiologic significance in addi-

tion to the motion environment may be intro-

duced, to simulate more completely the antici-

pated operational cenditions or to explore their

role in affecting an individual's susceptibility to

novel circumstances. The distinctions between

provocative and simulation tests involve primarily
duration and, secondarily, specificity in terms of

the global exposure conditions; thus, the predic-
tive value of provocative tests is less than that of

simulation tests. The validity of the findings, simi-

lar to functional tests, is compromised if the per-
son tested is either suffering from active disease

involving the vestibular systems, or, indeed, has

not compensated completely following permanent

injury that is no longer active.

In conducting and interpreting the results of
provocative tests, difficulties are encountered and

precautions must be taken, which are not unre-

lated. The origins of the difficulties are: (1) the

individual differences in susceptibility with

regard to a given test; (2) intra-individual differ-

ences in susceptibility, when exposed in different

gravitoinertial force environments; (3) preter-

naturally high susceptibility if insufficient time

has not elapsed between exposures; (4) that adap-

tation occurs as an inevitable consequence of

every test, with much individual variation in the

rate of acquisition and loss of adaptation; and (5)

the difficulty in expressing the results in absolute
values. The use of normalized scores and stand-

ardization of techniques would provide great

advantages.

Advantages of provocative tests include: (1) the

low "cost" in terms of time and equipment that

TABLE 2.--A Comparison of Scores of Normal Men with the L-D Men on the Ataxia Test Battery;

Means, Standard Deviations, Mean Differences, and Validity Coefficients [261

Chron. age and

ataxia tests

Normal men (N = 287) Mean

differences

Validity

coefficients

(r pt. bis)mean S.D.

24.5 8.73

29.7 1.65

224.8 35.65

125.9 35.75

126.2 35.03

12.6 2.48

88.8 55.08

35.3 29.64

L-D men (N = 22)

I
mean S.D,

27.5 8.11

14.1 7.82

19.3 14.13

15.9 5.57

14.2 5.85

7.0 2.51

9.2 3.21

8.6 2.17

Age. 3.0 .089

15.6

205.5

110.5

112.0

5.6

79.6

26.7

WOFEC

_R

SOLEC-R

SOLEC-L

Walk E/O

Stand E/C

Stand E/O

.838

.837

.647

.634

.502

.360

.234
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makes a “test battery” feasible; (2) individual 
testing; and (3) their use in studying vestibular 
mechanisms and in evaluating countermeasures. 

A number of provocative tests are in use, but 
brevity dictates limiting descriptions to a few 
representative tests relevant to spaceflight 
operations. 

Standardized tests hzve been devised for deter- 
mining susceptibility to vestibular side effects 
(usually motion sickness) in the Naval Aerospace 
Medical Research Laboratory, Pensacola, Fla., 
slow rotation room (SRR), with eyes open or in a 
rotating chair device with eyes closed. The stress- 
ful accelerations are generated by having the sub- 
ject actively rotate his head (and body) out of the 
plane of the room’s rotation. The head movements 
(front, back, left, and right) are limited by 

stops,” usually through arcs of 90”. Eight head 
movements, “over” and “return,” in the four 
quadrants are randomized, and a taped recording 
sets the cadence. 

Figure 25 shows the stress profile (Provocative 
Incremental Test Schedule) used in a slow rota- 
tion room in comparing susczptibility to motion 

“ 
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FIGURE 25. - Stress profile used in testing motion sickness 
susceptibility of 24 subjects. 120= number of head move- 
inrnts made in 4 quadrants at rach sirp incrrasr in vrlociiy 
of the room. End point was 12 units on a scale usrd in 
grading severity of motion sickness. 

sickness with eyes open and eyes closed [106]. 
The end point was a motion sickness score of 

FIGURE 2 6 . 4 f f - v e r t i c a l  rotating chair device with recording equipment. Chair may be used upright 
for stimulating sc~tnicircular c,anals and in off-vrrtic.al (at <.(instant angular velocity) for  stimulating 
otolith organs. Insirunientation pc‘rniits fairly complete progra1ning. 
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TABLE 3. -- Diagnostic Categorization of Different Levels of Severity of A cute Motion Sickness [96]

Category

Nausea syndrome

Skin

Cold sweating

Increased salivation

Drowsiness

Pain

Central nervous system

Pathognomonic

16 points

Nausea III 2

retching or

vomiting

Major

8 points

Nausea II

Pallor III

III

III

III

Minor

4 points

Nausea I

Pallor II

II

II

II

Minimal

2 points

Epigastric

discomfort

Pallor I

I

I

I

AQS

1 point

Epigastric

awareness

FlushingJsubjectiv(

warmth I> II

Persistent head-

ache /> II

Persistent dizzines_

Eyes closed t> II

Eyes open III

Frank sickness

(FS

/> 16 points

Levels of severity identified by total points scored

Severe malaise Moderate malaise A Moderate malaise B

(M III) (M IIA) (M IIB)

8-15 points 5-7 points 3-4 points

AQS- Additional qualifying symptoms.

2 III - severe or marked, II - moderate, I- slight.

Slight malaise

(M I)

I-2 points

approximately 12 points (Table 3) [96]. Using the

(terminal) rpm reached as the "normalized" score

has the advantage of comparing susceptibility

within and between subjects.

The Coriolis Sickness Susceptibility Index. This

test represents a modification of the test just
described, using a rotating chair instead of a

room, and the subject is rotated with eyes closed
[95]. A noteworthy feature of this test is the

method of scoring, which yields a single value,

the "index," enabling the investigator to make

comparisons within and among subjects.
Off-Vertical Rotation Test. In contrast with the

two tests just described, which initially "disturb"

the canalicular system, exposure to rotating lin-

ear acceleration vectors or to rotation (at con-

stant velocity) other than in the gravitational or

gravitoinertial upright, initially disturbs the oto-

lithic system. The device, shown in Figure 26,

consists of a rotating chair [40] mounted on a plat-

form that can be tilted either by a hand crank or

by an electric motor, and the degree of tilt read
from a large protractor. With each revolution of

the off-vertical rotation (OVR) device the subject

continually changes position with regard to the

gravitational upright. Thus, receptors in the paired

Inaculae of the utricles and saccules and non-

vestibular proprioceptors are continually exposed

to an unusual stimulus pattern. (This chair-device

serves different purposes, including use in the

upright mode.) In provocative testing, both the

angle of tilt and the rpm are manipulated in dif-

ferent ways. At a predetermined angle of tilt, the

rotation, programed on a time axis, involves peri-

ods of acceleration at 0.5°/s 2 for 30 s, followed by

periods of constant velocity for 6 min, until

either the end point is reached or 6 min completed

at 25 rpm, the cut-off point. In effect, this program

represents unit increases of 2.5 rpm every 6.5 min

after the initial step. The end point can be

expressed in terms of elapsed time at terminal

velocity, as total elapsed time at terminal velocity,

or as total elapsed time, which serves as an index

of susceptibility to motion sickness. The findings

in a group of healthy men, the great majority
attached to a naval air station, are shown in Fig-

ure 27 [40]. All but 12 men reached the predeter-

mined end point (M IIA) (Table 3) at a 10 ° tilt

574-270 0 - 75 - 19
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[40]; all but five of the remainder reached it only
when the angle of tilt was increased to 20 °. Thus,

the scores ranked 95 subjects in terms of their

susceptibility to this unusual gravitoinertial force
environment and demonstrated that five were

highly insusceptible.

20-

15-

z 10

5-

-r l
0 It-!l ,

0 13.0

I 30-s period.of
acceleration (0.5°/s 2)

[] 10 ° tilt
r-1
L.J 20 ° tilt

N = 100
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FIGURE 27.--Motion sickness susceptibility index in subjects

exposed to off-vertical rotation according to programed

stress indicated on abscissa. (From Ref. [40])

Figures 28 and 29 are plots comparing suscep-

tibility to motion sickness with scores obtained in

testing, respectively, the function of the semi-
circular canals and otolith organs [40]. Although it

appears that significant relationships were not

found between functional test scores and suscep-

tibility to motion sickness, it is worth adding that,
when extreme values are compared, susceptibil-

ity was lower in subjects with high rather than low

va.lues for the counterrolling index.

Adaptive Capacity Tests

The relevant Soviet literature should be con-

suited for a detailed knowledge of their tests and

procedures along with validating studies dealing

with the important subject of vestibular training

and adaptation [10, 58, 66, 107,110, 142].

Khilov [66], in reviewing this material, began
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FIGURE 28.--Comparison of motion sickness susceptibility
with scores on test of semicircular canal function (the

oculogyral illusion). (From Ref. [40])
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with the well-known tests used in the early days
of aviation in the USSR, then described succes-

sive additions to the test battery. These addi-
tions were required to meet the need of not only
selecting flyers with normal vestibular function

but also to discriminate among those with normal
function regarding their "sensitivity" to sensory
inputs, the genesis of which are in successive

increases in magnitude and complexity of the
force environments in aircraft and spacecraft,
including weightlessness. No less than seven such
additions have been made, and validation of these
additional test items has been carried out.

Khilov referred to one of his earlier articles

expressing the opinion that otologists were ignor-
ing the function of the otolith apparatus which, in
flight, is subjected to greater stimulation than the
semicircular canals.

With regard to otolith function, Khilov
described a test based on the interaction between

canals and otoliths (proposed by Voyachek in
1914). With trunk "inclined downward" the sub-
ject is rotated in a B_r_ny chair. After cessation

of rotation "when primarily the frontal canals are
responding" to the acceleration, the subject
returns to the upright, "which is an adequate
stimulus to the utricle altering the response of the

canals. Persons in whom the duration of rotary
nystagmus is reduced and in whom the reaction
of falling is intensified with the simultaneous

manifestation of autonomic reflexes, are not
admitted to flight school."

Khilov rightly emphasized the point that per-
sons with normal function of the canals and oto-

liths manifest great differences in sensitivity
(motion sickness) and other innate or behavioral

responses when exposed in different gravitoiner-
tial force environments. This sensitivity may be
overt or latent, and if so, it may be brought out
by decreasing cortical inhibition through the use
of chloral hydrate. The force environments asso-

ciated with space were separately considered,
although there is overlap with flights in aircraft.

In connection with space flight, he discussed

the problems of repeated exposure to sustained
high-level linear accelerations which can be simu-

lated on a human centrifuge, the transition into
weightlessness which can be simulated in para-
bolic flight, Coriolis accelerations which also are a

possibility and readily simulated, and made rec-

ommendations on conducting a training program.
The importance of distinguishing between

basic susceptibility to motion sickness and the
role of adaptation has been explored at the Naval

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory in
Pensacola, Fla. On a given occasion, a person's
susceptibility to motion sickness is determined

by: (1) the ease with which the vestibular system
is disturbed in a particular motion environment,

thus providing the opportunity for the escape
of neuronal activity beyond its normal bounds;
and (2) thresholds (presumably in the brain stem

reticular formation) permitting the escape of this
neuronal activity along certain preferential path-
ways (not normally used) to sites where first-order

symptoms of motion sickness originate. If this
person is exposed to an incremental adaptation

schedule, additional information is gained regard-
ing adaptation to the motion environment, but the

level of susceptibility measured now comprises

the two factors determining susceptibility just
mentioned, minus the amount of adaptation
acquired. These factors can be separated to some

extent by using a modification of the stress profile
mentioned previously, termed an incremental
adaptation schedule (IAS).

Two "standard" stress profiles have been used.
One required the execution of 120 head move-

ments at each 1-rpm increase in rotation (clock-

wise or counterclockwise) between 0 and 6 rpm,
and, after a single-step gradual return to zero
velocity, the execution of 120 head movements

either immediately after the return ("no delay")
or after delay periods varying from 1 to 24 hours.

The other standard stress profile differed by the
addition of a second incremental adaptation
schedule (IAS) in which the direction of rotation

was reversed either immediately after return to
zero velocity or after delay periods measured in
hours. The terms "initial IAS" and "reverse IAS"
are used because the initial direction of rotation
was semirandom.

After each discrete head movement the subject
signalled ("yes" or "no") whether he detected a

"sensation" of movement, an apparent movement

(visual illusion), or a tendency to be deflected
from the plane in which the movement was

carried out. The severity of motion sickness
symptoms was given numerical scores according
to the diagnostic criteria described in Table 3.
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of head movements when (one or more) reflex disturbances "'perceived" and "'not perceived." Sub-

ject 10 was virtually symptom-free (of moticm sickness) despite a high occurrence of RVDs after return

to zero velocity (Test 1) and during ste'p 1 after reversal of direction in Test 2. Subject 22 experienced

a high occurrence of RVDs but relatively h)w susceptibility to motion sickness in b.th tests.

Subject ST demonstrated a relatively low incidence of RVDs but high susceptibility to m.ti.n

sickness. For implicati.ns see text.

Figure 30 shows the measurements obtained in

three young healthy subjects. On the two occa-

sions Subject 10 was tested he was virtually free

from symptoms of motion sickness. During the

initial IAS in Test 1, the low susceptibility might

be attributed mainly to the low level of instability

in the vestibular system indicated by the low inci-

dence o( reflex vestibular disturbances {RVD).

During the execution of head movements after

return to zero velocity, however, a high level of

vestibular instability is shown without elicitation

of significant symptoms. In other words, insus-

ceptibility itwolved the maintenance of both high

stability in the vestibular system, and, even when

the system was disturbed (after return to zero

velocity), a high threshold preventing vestibular

activity reaching sites of origin ot" motion sickness

symptoms.
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In the second test the incidence of RVD during
the initial IAS was lower than in the first test,

probably reflecting some retention of adaptation
effects. On reversing the direction of rotation, the

incidence of RVD rose sharply (at 1 rpm), but the

subject again remained virtually immune to
motion sickness.

Subject 22 was tested on two occasions. In

Test 1 he did not manifest symptoms of motion

sickness during the IAS, although the incidence

of RVD's was high. During the challenge after

return to zero velocity, very mild symptoms of

motion sickness were experienced along with a
substantial increase in the incidence of RVDs.

The high incidence of positive responses (imply-

ing loss of stability in the vestibular system) was

associated with a high threshold for spread of

vestibular activity. In Test 2, during the initial

IAS very mild symptoms of motion sickness were

experienced, and rapid incremental increase in

the incidence of RVD. On reversal of rotation,

after 40 head movements testing was aborted due

to nausea, and the RVD incidence was 100%.

Despite the abort during reversal (indicating the

acquisition of direction-specific adaptation effects

during the IAS) the findings are in accord with
those in Test 1.

The measurements obtained in exposing sub-

ject ST (Figure 30) to the stressful accelerations

indicate typically normal findings during the exe-

cution of 120 head movements during the first

three incremental steps, then an abort after 24

head movements at 4 rpm. The number of posi-

tive responses denoting instability of the vestib-

ular system gave little or no clue to the impending

abort. The time for acquisition of adaptation was

brief, hence the high susceptibility, presumably,

was the consequence of a low threshold permit-

ting the escape of vestibular activity beyond its
normal bounds.

In summary, a single test may reveal a great

range of individual differences in adaptive capac-

ity, and a succession of exposures can be used to

reveal both the acquisition and the retention of
adaptation, as described next in this section.

Simulation Studies

Some problems posed in attempting to predict

susceptibility to vestibular side effects under the

novel conditions in a rotating space base are

pointed out in Figure 31. A slow rotation room

(SRR), which can be used to simulate the angular

velocity, is a completely enclosed space and pro-

vides for prolonged exposures and sudden tran-

sitions between the rotating and nonrotating

states. The SRR fails to simulate space-base con-

ditions in such notable aspects as weightlessness,

subgravity levels, man's orientation when upright

with regard to the axis of rotation, and the Coriolis

forces while walking and handling objects. Stated
differently, the SRR provides a useful simulation

device for the important study of effects of

Coriolis accelerations 6, except for the fractional

subgravity levels and man's orientation with

respect to the axis of rotation. The SRR is useful

in demonstrating the qualitative aspects of the

vestibular organs' role in postural equilibrium
and in walking, but here, nonvestibular factors

also play an important role. The necessary use of

small rotating devices poses limitations in terms

of visual references, length of exposure, and

postural equilibrium.

Parabolic flight offers the opportunity to study

the effects of weightlessness and fractional

subgravity levels for brief periods. Orbital flights

prior to the establishment of a space base offer

not only the opportunity to use small or even fairly
large rotating devices for validation of ground-

based experimental findings, but they also offer

the advantages of prolonged exposure to study
adaptation effects.

Parabolic Flight

Studies involving parabolic flight have been

conducted in the USSR and the US [68, 69, 72,

78, 80, 96, 141]. Insofar as the studies have used

similar methods, the findings are not only con-

cordant but also agree with findings on astronauts

[9] and cosmonauts [66] in orbital flight.

Studies dealing with susceptibility to motion

sickness in the weightless phase of parabolic

6 There is general agreement in using the term Coriolis

acceleration to define the "added acceleration" generated

by one angular and one linear velocity. When the "added

acceleration" is generated by two angular velocities acting

on a mass simultaneously, some investigators (for clarity)
have substituted for Coriolis acceleration such terms as

"cross-coupled angular accelerations" or "angular Coriolis

accelerations."
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flight have been mainly of two types. In one, the
subjects were restrained in their seats and re-
quired to make standardized head motions during
the weightless phase only. The findings in one
experiment [96] are summarized in Figure 32

and demonstrate that, among the 12 subjects
tested in this manner, six were asymptomatic.
Five of the remaining six experienced symptoms
only when making head motions; the last subject
demonstrated increased susceptibility when
making head motions compared to the head
restraint (control) condition.

The second kind of experiment involved a

rotating chair device, and the subjects were
required to make standardized head motions

similar to those used in the SRR but with eyes
blindfolded. Each subject served as his own
control; comparisons were made between sus-
ceptibility under terrestrial conditions and during
parabolic flight, using similar periods of rotation
and nonrotation. The findings on 74 subjects are
shown in Figure 33 [96]. Susceptibility in weight-
lessness compared with ground-based conditions

is ranked on the Y-axis, the topmost subject
experiencing the greatest increase in suscepti-
bility in weightlessness compared with terrestrial
conditions. This ranking was made possible by
the use of "equivalent head movements" (EHM),
a universal scoring procedure described else-
where in detail [95]. Scores on subjects tested on
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more than one occasion are given in chronological
order, and the open circles indicate that the

moderate malaise IIA (Table 3) end point was
not reached [46]. The data indicate that more
subjects have decreased than increased sus-

ceptibility in weightlessness and that in these
subjects, the end point frequently was not
reached. Susceptibility under ground-based
conditions proved to be a poor indicator of sus-
ceptibility aloft.

The effects of preadaptation to the stressful
accelerations generated by standardized head
movements during rotation have been evaluated
in 10 subjects.

Preadaptation to terminal velocities of either
7 or 10 rpm was accomplished by the use of so-
called incremental adaptation schedules in a

slow rotation room, the subject's eyes remaining
open. h, every instance the preadaptation was
beneficial, often to a striking degree. Thus, in
one subject, prior to adaptation, susceptibility
was far greater in weightlessness than under

terrestrial conditions, but after adaptation the
subject was symptom-free in weightlessness.

Moreover, whereas prior to adaptation the subject
was susceptible to motion sickness in parabolic
flight even when not rotating, after the adaptation
he was symptom-free. In varying degrees, this
transfer effect (from rotating room to nonrotating
conditions in weightlessness) has been demon-
strated in other subjects.

Rotating Environment

A great number of experiments has been

carried out with normal subjects exposed to
continual rotation at varying angular velocities

and for periods up to 25 days. Many of these
investigations were concerned with the overall

response pattern [3, 18, 22, 29, 42, 50, 56, 64, 70,
74, 76, 79, 84, 132], while others were directed
toward more specific goals: response thresholds

[34], effects of varying body position [55, 82, 85]
and of concomitant accelerations [77], transfer
effects (between horizontal and vertical positions)
[47], effects on hearing [137] and on sleep [6, 35,
105], cardiovascular effects [131], and the release

of stress hormones [20, 63].

A person is not subjected to stressful stimuli
in a rotating environment unless he rotates his

head outside the plane of the room's rotation;
hence, the situation differs from that in ships and
planes where a person cannot avoid stressful
accelerations generated by motions of the vehicle.

On the other hand, it is difficult to carry out tasks
without generating stressful accelerations. More-

over, if stressful head movements are avoided,
adaptation effects are not acquired. Generally
speaking, it is found that, for a given level of
bodily activity, the two important factors govern-

ing the appearance of symptoms are susceptibility
of the unprotected subject and the angular
velocity of the room. With regard to angular
velocity, even subjects highly susceptible to
vestibular side effects are not handicapped on
sudden exposure to 1 rpm, but above this level,

countermeasures must be taken to prevent elicita-
tion of symptoms.

The prevention of side effects, especially
motion sickness, involves avoiding or at least
minimizing nonvestibular etiological factors, thus
reducing the problem to the prevention of that
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which might be termed vestibular sickness.
Minimizing nonvestibular factors involves selec-

tion of typically normal spacemen (i.e. those

whose responses to provocative tests are physio-

logic in character) and avoiding intrinsic and

extrinsic factors known to lower susceptibility

to motion sickness. Dealing with vestibular

sickness eventually gets down to the selective

process (discussed under Adaptive Capacity

Tests), the use of incremental adaptation sched-

ules and, possibly, antimotion sickness drugs.

With regard to adaptation schedules, three

attempts to prevent motion sickness by step
increases to a terminal velocity of 10 rpm at

the Pensacola SRR [8] were unsuccessful; two
involved three incremental steps during approxi-

mately 3 days, and the third a series of 40 in-

cremental steps during 40 hours. In the next

attempt [43], overt symptoms (with the probable

exception of drowsiness) of motion sickness on

exposure to otherwise intolerable stressful

accelerations were prevented solely by means of
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nine stepwiseincreasesin rotationalspeeds
during25daysto aterminalvelocityof 10rpm.
Thisexperimentdemonstratedthepossibilityof
achieving(virtually)symptom-freeadaptationtoa
rotationvelocityof 10rpm,butthetimerequired
wastoo"costly"for operationaluse,evenfor a
terminalvelocityof4 rpm.

Anattemptwasthenmadeto effectasympto-
maticincrementaladaptationin anexperiment
with threesubjectsrequiredto executeexperi-
menter-pacedhead-bodymovements[41].The
actualtimespentmaking1000headmovements
wasslightlymorethanhalf anhour.In Figure
34[41]is shownthestressprofile,thenumberof
headmovementsmadeat eachstep(eachup-
downcountingasonemovement),andthelevel
of symptomsexperiencedby thesubjects.One
subject,TA, wasquite susceptible,becoming
verydrowsyat 2 rpm, experiencingepigastric
discomfortat5rpm,andminimizingorrefraining
from makingheadmotionsat thehigherrpm.
The two remainingsubjectsexperiencedmild
symptomsat terminalvelocity,whichbecame

moresevereoncessationofrotation.TA resorted
to theuseof anantimotionsicknessdrug.Note-
worthyfeatureswere:(1)inabilityof TA to keep
upwiththeschedule,(2)appearanceofsymptoms
resultingfrom inadequateadaptationin there-
mainingtwosubjects,and(3)increasein symp-
tomsexperiencedbyall subjectsoncessationof
rotation.

Thefindingsshownin Figure35[41]arefrom
a similartest,exceptthatmoreheadmovements
were madeat the higherangularvelocities.
Symptomsof motionsicknessweretrivialexcept
in subjectROwhoexperiencedverymildsymp-
tomsat8 and9 rpmandoncessationof rotation.
Exceptfor ataxia,whichwasaggravatedbyhead
movements,complaintswereminimaloncessa-
tionofrotation.

Thesefindingsconfirmedtheinferencesdrawn
fromthe earlierstudiesanddemonstratedthat
the time requiredto effectadaptationcanbe
greatly shortenedthroughcontrol over head
movementsaswellasoverangularvelocityand
by settingupanadaptationschedule.Theprob-
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lems encountered were greater at relatively high
compared with relatively low velocities, and that,

except in one instance, problems were not ex-
perienced if the unit increase was 1 rpm.

A series of experiments was carried out in the
SRR to determine if there were differences in

susceptibility to vestibular side effects dependent
upon man's orientation to the axis of rotation

and if the acquisition of adaptation effects ac-
quired in one orientation mode transferred to
the other. A unique feature of this experiment
was the provision for subjects to walk on the
"wall" of the circular SRR and carry out their
tasks while horizontal with respect to the Earth-

vertical [47]. This was made possible by the use
of air-bearing supports and custom-fitted articu-
lated fiber glass molds. Four subjects participated
in two different experiments involving adaptation

to the stimulus conditions with the room rotating
at 4 rpm for a period of either 4 or 5 days. One
pair of subjects, initially in the horizontal mode,
was changed to the vertical mode near the middle

of the perrotation period when symptoms of

motion sickness had disappeared; in the second
experiment they began in the vertical mode.
The order was reversed for the second pair.
When in the horizontal mode, the subjects spent

approximately 6 h/d in the airbearing device, 6
to 10 min upright, and the remainder of the time
recumbent on a bunk. The findings, summarized

in Figure 36, indicate no significant difference
in susceptibility in the two modes and that
transfer of adaptation is excellent. On cessation

of rotation only mild symptoms of motion sick-
ness were manifested. A byproduct of the ex-
periment was the demonstration of important
differences between motion sickness and postural

disequilibrium during adaptation to the rotating
environment and subsequent return to the sta-

tionary one. In the start-horizontal mode, adap-
tation ensuring freedom from symptoms of motion
sickness on change to the vertical mode did not
prevent ataxia. In the start-vertical mode, the
adaptation resulted in greatly decreased ataxia;
this adaptation perseverated throughout the
finish-horizontal mode and as h)ng as 36 h
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after. This implied that the dynamic processes

underlying postural homeostasis involved mus-

cular activities largely rendered static when

subjects were in the horizontal mode.

In the light of the experiment just described,

earlier studies involving prolonged exposure in

the SRR were reviewed, particularly from the

standpoint of manifestations of motion sickness

on cessation of rotation. An experiment in which

four subjects were exposed at 10 rpm over a

period of 12 d was notable in this regard [50].

Despite the severe symptoms that were experi-

enced, especially in the first half of the perrota-

tion period, manifestations of motion sickness
on cessation of rotation were trivial or absent.

Rapid transitions between a rotating and a

nonrotating environment. It has long been ob-

served that normal persons with mild symptoms

resulting from exposure to stressful accelerations

in an SRR might experience an aggravation of
motion sickness on cessation of rotation. In

consequence, it appeared that sudden transitions

between the weightless (nonrotating) and rotating

parts of a space station posed the most serious

aspect of generating artificial gravity. A series

of studies demonstrated that: (1) persons remain-

ing symptom-free during exposure to an incre-

mental adaptation schedule (counterclockwise

rotation) experienced motion sickness when the

direction of rotation was reversed [37]; (2) head

movements executed on return to zero velocity,

after achieving symptom-free adaptatioI1 in an

incremental fashion, would elicit symptoms of

motion sickness [119]; and (3) adaptation to
rotation in one direction transferred to rotation

in the other direction [120].
The findings in an experiment to be reported

[120] can be briefly summarized with the aid of

Figure 37. Three subjects participated, and the

adaptation schedule was the same for all subjects;

the procedure was essentially the same as that

described above in connection with Figure 30.

On Day 1, while rotating counterclockwise, sub-

jects executed 40 head movement sequences at
2 rpm, 50 at 3 rpm, 70 at 4 rpm, 90 at 5 rpm, and

110 at 6 rpm. The subjects, while rotating, were
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then transferred to carrying out highly stressful

generalized activities in an attempt to evoke

motion sickness, and their performance indicated

that the head motions had produced a substantial

degree of protection with respect to both reflex
vestibular disturbances and motion sickness. On

Day 2 the subjects executed 130 head movement

sequences at 7 rpm, 150 at 8 rpm, 180 at 9 rpm,

and 80 at 10 rpm. The subjects were again

transferred to generalized activities, and their

performance was similar to that on Day 1. On

the morning of Day 3 after 120 head movement

sequences at 10 rpm, the room was brought to a

stop, and the subjects executed the same head

motions as during rotation. There were no symp-

toms of motion sickness, and all reflex effects

quickly disappeared.

The findings shown in Figure 38 were obtained

on the same three subjects when they executed

an incremental adaptation test before and after
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participating in the 3-day experiment just de-
scribed. This test is also identical with the

incremental adaptation test described in con-

nection with Figure 30. The noteworthy findings

are: (1) the small number of affirmative responses

6 hours after the 3-day experiment ended, (2)

weekly exposures led to increasingly better

performance, and (3) when the subjects were

rotated in the opposite direction (clockwise),

their performance was far better than on the first

preexperimental test, indicating transfer of

adaptation effects acquired during counterclock-

wise rotation. The findings support the conclusion

that sudden transfers between the rotating and

nonrotating environments are not only feasible

in the SRR, but also the adaptation effects may

not decay rapidly and with weekly practice may

not only be retained but improved.

In a recent series of experiments [39], it was

demonstrated that during exposure to an in-

cremental adaptation schedule, normal persons

simultaneously acquired both short-term (direc-

tion-specific) adaptation effects and long-term

nondirection specific effects. The short-term

effects disappeared spontaneously. This was

demonstrated by requiring the subjects to remain

seated or recumbent with head fixed for delay

periods (measured in hours) after exposure to
standardized incremental adaptation schedules.

Figure 39 shows that the rate of decay (22

subjects) is exponential, revealed by the decline

in susceptibility to motion sickness when head

movements were executed at zero velocity.

With the spontaneous disappearance of direc-

tion-specific (short-term) adaptation effects,

long-term adaptation effects are revealed that

are nondirection-specific or nearly so. This

important aspect was not investigated system-

atically but is illustrated by the findings in four

subjects (Fig. 40). Measurements on subject 11

during his first four tests are shown in Figure 40,

Part a. Prior to the one-step reversal in Test 4,

the only other exposure in a reverse direction had

been 20 days earlier in Test 2. The absence of

symptoms during the execution of head move-

ments at 6 rpm (CW) and especially after return

to zero velocity suggests that subject 11 was

completely insusceptible, with small likelihood

that this insusceptibility was due solely to adapta-
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FIGURE 39.--Decay in direction-specific adaptation effects as

a function of the time elapsed between completion of a

standard incremental adaptation schedule (and return to

zero velocity) and execution of head movements at zero

velocity. The first two points on the graph represent

susceptibility scores obtained in Test 1 of the series, at 6

rpm and after executing head movements at zero velocity,

respectively. Thereafter, each point on the graph (or circles

in lieu of points) represents susceptibility scores obtained

in subsequent tests. An exponential curve characterizes

the decay trend. (From Ref. [39])

tion acquired during the reverse incremental

adaptation schedule (IAS) in Test 2.
Figure 40, Part b, shows the measurements

obtained on subject 25 during his first four tests.

In the second test he was completely symptom-

free except for a score of 1 point during the

reverse IAS after a 2-hour delay. In Test 1 the
score of 6 points on return to zero velocity (a

relatively weak challenge) suggests that testing

would have been aborted during exposure to a
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FIGURE 40.--Stress profiles and motion-sickness scores in four subjects, suggesting simultaneous
acquisition of direction-specific and nondirection-specific effects. (a) Freedom from symptoms
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rotation, more likely to be the result of adaptation to CCW rotation (4 exposures) than one exposure

to CW rotation. Test 2. (b) Freedom from symptoms during CW rotation and return to zero velocity
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rotation. (c) The mild symptoms during the reverse IAS and especially the score of 1 point ,m return

to zero velocity, likely explained by adaptation to CCW rotation in Tests 1 and 2. (d) Explanation

similar to that in (c). (From Ref. [39] )

reverse IAS if it had been done at that time,

which was definitely confirmed in Tests 3 and 4.

The only reasonable explanation for the virtual

absence of symptoms during the reverse IAS in

Test 2 and during the challenge after return to

zero velocity is that the 2-hour delay was sufftcient

for the direction-specific effects acquired during

the initial IAS to disappear, revealing the non-

direction-specific adaptation acquired during

that initial IAS and, probably, during the IAS in

Test 1.

Subject 7 (Fig. 40, Part c) demonstrated sus-

: "'_'_q TTV OF THE
, _ _)JLIJJL .IK
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ceptibility to motion sickness during the initial

IAS in Tests 1 and 2 but demonstrated only very

mild symptoms during his first exposure, after a

delay of 2 hours, to a reverse IAS (Test 2). The

score of 1 point on final return to zero velocity

suggests that less central vestibular repatterning

occurred than in Test 1 (8 points). Only the delay

of 2 hours prevented an abort in subject 7, and

only prior acquisition of nondirection-specific

adaptation could account for the less severe

symptoms during the first reverse IAS (and return

to zero of Test 2) compared with the initial IAS
of Tests 1 and 2.

Figure 40, Part d, shows that for subject 16 in
Test 1, testing was aborted during the challenge

after return to zero velocity, implying that testing

would have been aborted during a reverse IAS

if this had been measured at that time. Symptoms

during the initial IAS in Test 2 were more promi-

nent than in Test 1, implying that central vestibu-

lar repatterning was taking place and that, in the

light of Test 1 results, testing would have been

aborted during a no-delay reverse IAS had this

been done. The 8-hour delay allowed nearly all

of the direction-specific effects to disappear,

thereby revealing prior acquisition of nondirec-

tion-specific adaptation that accounted for the

virtual absence of symptoms during the reverse

IAS and, more importantly, for the 1-point score

on final return to zero velocity.

The findings just described imply that with the

disappearance of direction-specific adaptation,

with a short time constant, nondirection-specific

adaptation with a long time constant is revealed.

The practical significance of these findings is

twofold. On making transitions from a rotating to

a nonrotating portion of a space station, it is

necessary to ensure that short-term direction-

specific adaptation effects are not present and

that long-term adaptation to weightlessness has

not been lost. On the transition from the weight-

lessness to the rotating part, it is only necessary

to ensure that adaptation to rotation has not been
lost.

It is interesting to speculate on the problem of

ataxia and past pointing in making transitions

between rotating and nonrotating parts of a space

station. Based on the incidental findings [47]

that adaptation to rotation with respect to walk-

ing in the SRR was preserved during exposure
to walking under simulated fractional G-loads

and during a subsequent period upwards of 24

hours, it would seem that exposure to weight-

lessness would not result in loss of adaptation to

walking in the rotating environment. With respect

to past pointing, visual cues would serve to mini-

mize any tendency to past point in making tran-

sitions between the weightless and rotating
environments.

Antimotion Sickness Drugs

Numerous reports have been published rec-

ommending many drugs, chemicals, and other

agents in the prevention of motion sickness, but

competent reviewers, pointing to faulty experi-

mental design, have made sweeping criticisms

of the validity of many findings. The major

criticisms center around: (1) lack of understand-
ing of the complex etiological factors; (2) lack of

control over stimulus conditions in the field; and

(3) inadequate design, making statistical treat-

ment of the findings of doubtful value. Inasmuch

as antimotion sickness drugs are effective in
any "motion environment," bioassay under

laboratory conditions is recommended. Impor-

tant aspects in experimental design involve: (1)

selection of typically normal subjects; (2) control

and measurement of the stressful accelerations;

(3) standardization of the laboratory environment;

(4) measurement of responses elicited; (5) use of

an end point short of vomiting; and (6) use of a

double-blind technique in the administration of

the pharmacologic agents.

Prior to the introduction of the antihistamines,

hyoscine (scopolamine) was generally regarded

as the most effective antimotion sickness remedy,
although the side effects from moderate doses

were annoying and from large doses, unaccept-
able. The antihistamines ushered in a new and

better era in the use of antimotion sickness

drugs, although most of the preparations reach-

ing the public have not been thoroughly evalu-

ated for effectiveness.
Recent studies have confirmed the effective-

ness of hyoscine [11] and the effectiveness of

some drug combinations [4, 15, 81, 135, 136].

Figure 41 summarizes bioassays conducted in a
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slowrotationroomusingmild motionsickness
(malaiseIII) asan endpoint[136].A constant
(predetermined)level of stresswasused,and
differencesin susceptibilityweremeasuredin
termsofthenumberofheadmovementsrequired
to reachthe endpoint.A 10-unitLatin-square
designwasused(sevendrugsandthreeplacebos
regardedasdrugs).A "placebo"baselinewas
drawnand findingson the 10 subjectswere
treatedas a group.When thesedrugswere
rankedin orderof theireffectivenessin reducing
susceptibilityto acutemotionsickness,it was
foundthattheyalsowerearrangedin termsof
their pharmacologicactions.Drugswithcentral
sympathomimeticor parasympatholyticaction
were effectivenot only individually,but also
their effectstendedto sum.It is not shownin
Figure41thattherelativelyhigheffectivenessof
ephedrine50 mg in combinationwith pro-
methazine25mghaveminimalsideeffects[135].

Theprocedurejustdescribeddoesnotpermit
validanalysisof thebioassayfindingsin termsof
the individualand has two otherundesirable
features.Thevelocity(rpm)oftheSRRatwhich
a subjectexperiencedthe motionsicknessend
pointafterexecutingabout50headmovements
wasusedashis"baseline."Whensomesubjects
weretestedafteradministrationof aneffective
drug,it wasimpossibleto achievetheendpoint
evenafter300headmovements.Anotherhandi-
capwasthe difficultyin rankingsubjectswith
regardtosusceptibility,usingbothrpmandthe
numberofheadmovementsasacombinedscore.
Anexperimentjustcompletedonanotherproject
(comparingsusceptibilitywith eyesopenand
eyesclosed)usedan incrementalprovocative
testschedule(Fig.25)thatyieldedasinglescore
(rpm).Thispermittedmeasuringandrankingall
intraindividualandinterindividualdifferencesin
susceptibility.Aneffortis beingmadeatpresent
toreevaluatealldrugsanddrugcombinationsthat
will yieldreliableinformationon individualsas
wellasgroups.

SPACEMISSIONS

The basicdifficultyin copingwithvestibular
problemsinspaceexplorationis thatourknowl-
edgeof vestibularsideeffects,especiallymotion
sickness,ismainlyempirical.Consequently,it is

not possibleto predictaccuratelysusceptibility
tomotionunderthenovelconditionsthatmaybe
encounteredin space.Asidefrom the useof
drugs,wemustrelyonsuchcountermeasuresas
theselectionprocessandpreflightadaptationin
preventingvestibulardisturbances.

Thereare someencouragingaspects.First,
the motion environmentsencounteredunder
nominalconditionsarenothighlystressful,and
vestibularsidecffects,if experienced,arelimited
throughtheacquisitionofadaptation.Theexcep-
tiontothisgeneralizationregardingadaptationto
weightlessnessortoarotatingenvironmentarises
if thecrewmanmakesrapidtransitionsbetween
rotatingandnonrotatingpartsof aspacestation.
A secondfavorableaspectis thatthesymptom-
atologyof motionsicknessis similarevenwhen
theelicitingcausesaredifferent.In otherwords,
ground-basedstudies dealingwith symptom-
atologyper sehavevalidityin space,which,it
appears,alsoappliesto drug therapy.A third
favorableaspectis thefeasibility(smallnumber
involved)to evaluateandtesteachcrewmanon
anindividualbasis.

Anextensivetestingprogramisneededinview
ofgreatindividualdifl_rencesthatpervadenearly
every mecbanismunderlyingvestibularside
effects.Thus,therearedifferencesbetweensus-
ceptibilityto reflex phenomena and motion sick-

ness, differences in the rate of acquisition and

decay of side effects in different motion environ-

ments, and differences in the effectiveness of

antimotion-sickness drugs.
A full understanding of the relation between

reflex vestibular phenomena and delayed

epiphenomena (motion sickness) is needed.

Although susceptibility to reflex vestibular dis-

turbances (loss of stability) has some value in

predicting susceptibility to motion sickness,

there are many exceptions to this generality.

Thus, improving the stability of the reflex

vestibular system (through training and condition-

ing) [37, 39, 66, 116] may be quite independent

of the ease with which vestibular influences, as

soon as they have escaped from their normal

confines, may travel along preferential (though

common) pathways to sites where first-order

symptoms originate. Indeed, it is likely that some

nonvestibular etiological factors also exert their

influence in this way.
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Although the immediate concern at present

is the prevention of, or coping with, vestibular

side effects in weightlessness, attention is being

given to validating aloft the ground-based

measurements made in the laboratory and in

parabolic flight. Attention is also being given to

experimental studies, looking ahead to the possi-

bility that, tomorrow, artificial gravity will be

generated by rotation of part of a space station.

Thus, tackling the problems aloft will be carried
out on an incremental basis.

The crewman necessarily plays a key role in

this integrated effort: as subject, he can serve

as his own control in validating studies; as on-

board experimenter, he is essential in conducting

experiments and making observations aloft; as

astronaut or cosmonaut, he has responsibilities

in connection with the prevention of vestibular

side effects during the mission. Prevention in-

volves taking charge, rather than responding to,

events which requires close cooperation between

the crew aloft and the biomedical representatives

in the ground-based control center. Preflight

preparations include such major elements as
selection (or secondary selection), instruction,

and, if needed, preflight adaptation. The inflight

period involves making observations and measure-

ments aloft and ground-based monitoring during

the mission. Postflight, the debriefing and initial

assessment should be followed by measurements

at repeated intervals until stable values are
obtained.

Weightlessness

The literature dealing with orbital flights is

discussed elsewhere in this volume; only a few

comments on prevention of vestibular side effects
will be mentioned here.

On transition into weightlessness, the crew-

man's head movements (rotations) generate

normal angular accelerative stimuli, but the

resulting sensory input encounters unusual

central vestibular patterning due to absence of

the constant stimulus of gravity. The susceptible

astronaut is immediately confronted with the

maximum stressful effect possible; the analogous

situation in a rotating environment would be

immediate transition from zero velocity to

terminal velocity. To achieve adaptation, how-

ever, head movements must be made. A program

based on present knowledge should be helpful.

As soon as symptoms are experienced, especially

the nausea syndrome, time must elapse before

dynamic changes in the vestibular system dis-

appear and restoration through homeostatic

mechanisms has taken place in nonvestibular

systems. If feasible, it is highly desirable for the
crewman to restrict head movements for a

period well beyond the time during which symp-

toms have disappeared. This will allow time for

antimotion-sickness drugs taken by mouth to be

absorbed (90 min), after which head movements

may be cautiously resumed. If it is not feasible

to restrict head movements, drugs may be in-

jected-a collar device fixing the head relative

to the thorax is beneficial, providing circum-

stances permit.

Rotating Environment

Although the rotating environment represents

a novel experience, the principal unknown ele-

ment concerns the effect of the fractional G-

load. This information will be available, however,

long before rotating space stations are a reality.

With rare exceptions, the initial transition will

be made from the weightless part to the rotating

part, spinning at terminal velocity. Thus, the

crew making normal head movements out of the

plane of passive rotation would be exposed to
maximal accelerative stimuli. In the event that

symptoms are elicited, head movements (out of

the plane of rotation) should be restricted if

possible; otherwise, countermeasures described

above should be taken. If there is opportunity to

restrict head movements until 1 or 2 h have

elapsed after symptoms have disappeared, an

incremental adaptation schedule is feasible under

antimotion-sickness drug therapy. This would

be accomplished in a B_r_my-type chair rotating

opposite the room's rotation, permitting manipu-

lation of the angular velocity between zero

velocity and the terminal velocity of the space

station. After a demonstration that symptoms

were not elicited at (resultant) zero velocity while

executing standardized head movements, a

cautious stepwise increase (0.5 rpm) in angular

velocity should be scheduled.
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Suddentransitionsbetweenrotatingandnon-
rotatingpartsof a spacestationinvolvenovel
stimulusconditions.Experiencein therotating
roomhasdemonstratedthe needto distinguish
betweendirection-specificand nondirection-
specificadaptationeffects.If this is kept in
mind,the preventionof vestibularsideeffects
on makingrapid transitionsbetweenrotating
andnonrotatingportionsof a spacecraftshould
notposea problem[39,120].

Posturaldisequilibrium,onmakingthetransi-
tions, is a separateproblembecausereceptor
systemsservingtouch,pressure,andkinesthe-
sis areinvolvedmainly,andbecausedirection-
specificeffects,it would seem[47], do not
disappearspontaneouslybut require active
whole-bodymotions.

The suggestedpreventivemeasuresindicated
todaywill almostsurelybedifferenttomorrow.
Theneedforfull understandingofvestibularside
effects,includingself-diagnosis,prevention,and
treatmentmaynotchange.

VESTIBULARINVESTIGATIONS
IN SPACEMISSIONS
OperationalAspects

Thecharacterofprolongedspacemissionswill
inevitablychangewith advancesin spacecraft

technology, and the emphasis will gradually

change from exploration to exploitation of extra-

terrestrial opportunities. Travelers at present
must be able to withstand the severe stresses

incidental to launch and reentry which demands

a state of fitness that seems to dwarf the subtle

effects of weightlessness. Even among travelers

in superb health, maintenance of fitness during

prolonged exposure in a weightless spacecraft
will make great, continuous demands on the

spaceman's time; illness aloft, precluding exer-
cise, could pose a hazard. With tomorrow's

advent of a space shuttle or its equivalent,

stresses incidental to launch and reentry will be

greatly reduced; the limiting factor with regard

to fitness for travel will be conditions aloft, and

the most important of these factors is weightless-

ness. The generation of artificial gravity by caus-

ing the spacecraft to rotate represents a "tech-

nological fix," and this alleviates an otherwise

potentially continuous hazard, weightlessness.

The major need (it was indicated earlier) is

to be able to predict, on the basis of ground-based

tests, the responses (mainly or partly of vestibular

origin) of space flyers in the novel environments

of the weightless space vehicle and the rotating

space station. The limitations in simulating such
novel stimulus conditions force an extension of

ground-based studies to include validating

observations and experiments conducted aloft.

Identifying motion sickness as the chief vestibular

problem still leaves the problem to be solved, and

this must be accomplished in ground-based
laboratories.

Scientific Aspects

It is doubtful if the precise role of gravity under

terrestrial conditions (distinguishing between

gravitoinertial forces and agravitoinertial me-

chanical forces) can be made without the oppor-

tunity to conduct studies in space. Transition into

weightlessness abolishes the stimulus to the

otolith organs due to gravity in an elegant and
harmless manner, and also abolishes the stimulus

to receptors serving touch, pressure, and kines-

thesis due to weight. Psychophysical experiments

using mechanical pressure can be conducted in

weightlessness that should add to our knowledge

of these perceptual systems. For example,
experiments conducted in Gemini 5 and 7 [48]

dealing with egocentric visual localization sug-

gested that elicitation of the A and E phenomena

depends not only on otolithic inputs (already

known) but also on nonotolithic mechano-

receptor systems. The vestibular experiments to

be conducted in Skylab 2 and 3 flights will not

only extend the measurements made in Gemini 5

and 7 but will also include measuring changes

in canalicular susceptibility, susceptibility to

motion sickness, and two-dimensional perception

of nonvisual extrapersonal space [99]. Devices

designed for these purposes (see Figs. 21, 26,

and 42) have many uses in ground-based labora-
tories.

It is not an overstatement to say that the

opportunities to study the vestibular system aloft

constitute a major historical landmark in the

advancement of knowledge not only in the

vestibular but also in related areas. Resting dis-
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FIGURE 42. -Rod and sphere device for measuring nonvisually perceived personal and extrapersonal 
space. The device has a pointer held by magnetic attraction to a hollow steel ball. With eyes covered. 
ttir subject slides the rod over the ball until spatial localization is achieved; note absericr of 
constraints that are usually provided t o  maintain the indicator in one plane. T h r  rradout is 
semiautomatic.. 

C 

charges [54] and the contribution of tonic otolithic be investigated. Distinctions bctween otolithic 
sensory inputs modulating stretch reflexes and and canalicular influences that are so closely 
muscle tone in man [16, 73, 75, 84, 104, 1151 can intertwined might be unraveled. 
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